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Barnes Here Saturday
the old, old Sunday School
song:' "Scattering Smiles and
Sunshine" are tne trips of W. E.
Barnes, traveling freight and
passenger agent of the Southern
Pacific, one of which took place
was
when Mr. Barnes
Saturday
j.1
j.
i
i
out me
nere siraigntening
during
the
collected
wrinkles
congested traffic while the big
flood in the Colorado river was
on creating havoc at Yuma and
the S. P. lines in and about that

W. E.
MAY ESTADLISIl A
BRANCH HERE
Like

The Continental Oil Company
may soon establish a distribution
in Lordsburg owing to the
Íioint consumption of oil and gasoOfficials of the company
line.
were here last week looking over
proposed aitea and it is quite possible that a branch office will be
opened soon in Lordsburg.
SELLS U. S. BAR
The U. S. Bar at Hachita, formerly owned by C. L. Mullin, was
Bold last week to Cecil Adams, a
well known liquor dealer of
Arizona.

Bis-be- e,

BIG FIGHT SATURDAY
NIGHT GOES TO DRAW
In the best, pugilistic contest yet
staged in Lordsburg Al Salazar of
the Phillipines and Jack Lopez of
Santa Rita fought ten fast rounds
to a draw. Both boys were in excellent condition and at all times
alert for the fatal blow. They eyed
each other constantly and few wild
blows ever got across. During the
first three rounds young Lopez had
the best of his opponent but the
last seven rounds belong'to Salazar. On actual count Salazar outpointed the Santa Rita scrapper
but the decision of the referee in
calling it a draw was most
Both fighters drew blood
early in the game- ep.c.h putting one
to the right eye simultaneously.
Lopez is a classy little boxer and
showed the skill of an old timer.
Sal delivered the goods in his usual
manner, using his science to advantage.
Kid Smith of the Liberal office
fought Kid Mack of Oklahoma City
a six round mill in which the former was awarded the decision-Smitis coming out remarkably
and showing all the
of
He gave Mack a hard
a
run, but retarded a severe punishment or a knockout owing to the
boy's light weight.
Smith has
challenged either Salazar or Lopez
for a ten round go and is receiving hearty support.
There was a good crowd at the
fight and Promoter Mullarkey
made a good cleaning. There was
some betting, but not enough to
give one heart failure. The crowd
behaved well and a large number
of ladies saw the battles through.
satif-factor-

y.
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The Clifton Game

Body

In what was termed by all who
saw It, the best game of basket
ball ever played in Clifton, the
lordsburg Girls' Basket Ball
Team lost to the Arizona Sextette.
The local girls were clearly eclipsed in size and weight by the
oppossingteam, but they made up
for this with speed and passing.
It was also the Lordsburgs girls'
initial appearance on an inside
court, so this with the bright
city.
lights and the deafening cheering
Mr. Barnes has begun a cam- was slightly against them.
paign of publicity, creating wide
One of the regular forwardssentiment in favor of flood pre- having moved away the last week
vention at Yuma. "It is plainly there was no practiced player to
the duty of the government to support the remaining forward.
safeguard the interests of this To this we owe our defeat, if any
important section of the country one reason can be given.
by the proper control of the lower
The guards Ruth Chase and
said Mr. Inez Clay, after the first five
Colorado and Gila
Barnes. He ha3 set out to see minutes, played an exceptionally
this accomplished, as he has fine game, getting the ball back
many other important things for to their fowards with swift passes. The girls, especially Ruth
the Southwest.
While here Mr. Barnes secured Chase were against forwards
data of mines, cattle, farming much larger and older than themThe Clifton forwards
and town progress together with selves.
cuts, for publication in news- were Lydia Beck and Mildred
papers, magazines and literature Cottey, both being very apt at
pertaining to the advancement putting the ball in the basket,
of the Southwest. This material Miss Beck wa3 very proficient at
will be prepared for publication shooting for goals.
In the center field, excellent
at an early date and it is certain
that Lordsburg will participate work was done by both sides,
in the good effects of such especially rotable being the work
of the jumping centers, Dorothy
publicity.
Citase, and Mildred Wise. The
REDROCK
side centers were Emma Reisden
Two important real estate sales for Clifton and Catherine Bailey
were made this week, J. M. for Lordsburg.
Miss Chase did
Wright buying the
farm her usual fine playing.
Miss
of Roy Harper, taking possession Wise easily shone as a star playimmediately, and Roy Harper er, being,
and
buying the farm of his mother, accurate.
The work of Julia Beam, as
Mrs. S. C. Harper, who with her
two younger children, J? rank and forward, was nothing less, than
John, will leave at once for Dem-in- spectacular, she was over the field
to make their future home. and back in a second. Her
' Mr
Dewey McGrath, substiand Mrs. F. R. Coon, Mr.
and Mrs. Walker of Lordsburg, tuted by Mildred Tumble, were
motored to the river last Sunday well guarded by Lucile Merril.
for an outing. All went well till
Miss Beam, who took all of the
they started home, when the nineteen points, was guarded by
machine "bowed up" and all the Margaret Cotty, who was the
mild words and soft answers superior in weight of her opfailed to move the brute till late ponent by over fifty pounds.
in the afternoon Monday. The This guard was, later, taken out
members of the party were guests for roughness and Miss Reisden
at the Red Rock farm during put in her place.
their enforced stay on the Gila.
The courtesy and kindness of
the Clifton people to our team is
to be commended. They rooted
and chéered for Lordsburg, as
well as for Clifton. Every girl
on the team was royally enter
tained, by members of the Clifton
team.
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swift, clean
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Big Sale
Saturday
February 12

Closes

On Saturday, morning February 19, the Clifton team comes
down here to fight for the
championship over Lordsburg.
This will be the third and deciding game. The points at present
are 58 to 31 in favor of Lordsburg. Be sure and see that game.
DRANK TOO MUCH
A Mexican from Morenci drank
a quart of 100 proof whiskey
Thursday without stopping. He
died in a room north of the S. P.

tracks.

WALNUT

WELLS

Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Moore-heaon January 28, a daughter.
Johnnie Lord, Jr., was a visitor in the neighborhood last week.

d,

Everything in our

Tlie EailB

Drui MercantilB

Co.

Found

-

Gila River. A few weeks ago
the body of James Sterling, prospector, was found in Hodoo Canon
at Gold Hill, and now the record
of missing scouts and miners is
complete.
A. W. Vanllouten came to the
Richolite District near Red Rock
about a year ago and together
with F. W. Brakefield, located
some good looking copper claims
north of the Gila River. He is
said to have come from Magdalena and Kelly, N. M. later drifting down to Socorro thence to El
Paso and Red Rock. In November he made a sale of some of his
holdings in El Paso and with the
initial payment began a "celebration" from which he never fully
recovered.
'
On December 8th he left the
camp of his partner, Felix Brake-fiele
to go to the Red Rock
to buy postage stamps.
Prior to leaving he talked to his
"pard" of quitting liquor for
good at the time having appar
itions of forms moving about the
mountains.
From the time of
leaving the door of his shack
nothing more was heard of him
until Sunday afternoon when his
body was found by F. M. Chap
man who was on a prospecting
trip near the summit of Richolite
Peak; one of the highest on the
Gila river. Cowboys and prospectors had scoured the country
but none believed the dazed man
would attempt the hazardous
task of climbing the steep moun
tains.
Mr. Chapman decended from
the mountain, abandoned his trip
and sent word to the officials in
Lordsburg of his grewsome find.
On Tuesday morning a coterie
composed of Justice of the Peace
C. W. Marsalis, Constable Oscar
Allen, Bramble B. Ownby andj
Fans V. Bush motored to the
Conner ranch east of Red Rock!
where a jury was formed by
Messers Allen, 'Lige and Antony
Conner, Knox, Brakefield," and
Bush. Together they set out for:
the summit of Richolite peak.
For several hours the ragged
mountain was searched and finally
in one of the most inaccessible
points over five hundred feet
from the base of the mountain,
the body was discovered by Constable Allen. The aged prospector was lying beneath a cluster of
shaggy pine trees in a small gully,
his face upturned and his
fists clenched. One of the party
stooped over and picked up a card
on which was printed:

recently, assessing taxes for that
district.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Brittin are
the proud parents of a son, born
January 29.
Miss Gladys Burgett is recovering from a very severe case
of la grippe.
Messers. J. 0. and F. E. Burgett are doing considerable
fencing at the present.
Mrs. Stein has succeeded to
our school, left vacant by the
marriage of Miss Krebaum.
Our postmistress and several
of her family were sufferers from
la grjppe the past week.

OUR ad, it is So
6 o'clock p. m.

Prospector

"good-fellows".ha-

"I've noticed when a feHow dies, no nintter what
he's been- A saintly cluip or one whose life was darkly

1

i
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J. S. Vaught, newly appointed
afsistant district attorney of the
Sixth Judicial District, was in the
city on Monday attending to two
The Carlisle mine is almost un- - cases in the local justice court.
watered at present, the water hav Mr. Vaught is making a very

ing been pumped out of the mine
to the 400 foot level, says the Dun
can News. It is expected that the
mine will be practically dried out
.vithin the next week or ten days.
Two No. 9 pumps are being used,
besides bailers.
An additional boiler is bcincr in
stalled out to the power house at
present, it having been freighted
out to the property last week.
Active mining operations will be
under way in the near future, in
Tact as soon as the old workings
have been cleaned out and the timbering repaired, and it is probable
that ore will be shipped to the smel-

favorable impression in his new
capacity and it is his intention to
keep up the efficiency of the office as established by O. C. Royall.
Mr. Vaught was accompanied on
his trip by Mrs. Forrest McKin-loone of the most efficient
stenographers in Luna county,
and at every felon case in justice
courtsof Grant countyMr. Vaught
has declared his intention to be
present, having all testimony
taken down in short-hanand
transcribed for presentation to
the grand jury. Being so suitably located it is certain that the
ter Tegularly within the next sixty southern part of the county will
days.
receive its due share of the new
A stamp mill is to
assistant
District Attorney's atsoon.
Forty men are employed at pres- tention.
Mr. Vaught has been in New
ent at the property, while a number of freighting outfits are stead- Mexico for three years, having
ily engaged in hauling supplies to established offices at Deming during that time. He came to this
the mine.
The old camp is coming back.
section from Mississippi and has
been very successful in all his
Building is on the boom in Steins Deming work, especially in land
and it is reported on well founded office affairs where he has repreinformation that a Los Angeles co- sented scores of clients in conterie of capitalists will erect a new tests. Lately he formed a law
store here. Some San Simon peo- partnership with Mr. Watson of
ple are also consdering the buildng the law firm of Ely & Watson.
of a rooming house at Steins.
While in Lordsburg the preliminary hearing of the State vs.
May Locate at Lordsburg
Curley Rollins was held and the
Louis S. Ferry, a well known defendant bound over awaiting
mining man of Globe, Arizona, the action of the Grand Jury unarrived in II: e city Wednesday to der a $2,000 bond.
Victoriano Val Verde was also
look over the Lordsburg camp
with a view of locating here. given a hearing before Justice of
Mr. Ferry was at one time operat- the Peace C. W. Marsalis. Val
or of some of the best zinc mines Verde was charged with operatat Kelly N. M., and has years of ing a gambling hall at the 85
practical experience in mining in Mine camp. He was fined $100
the Southwest. He is now look- and costs and a 90 day remitted
ing over several leasing propo- sentence, this being the first
sitions in the Lordsburg camp offense.
and may take over some valuable
MINE OWNER HERE
property. Mr. Ferry came here
Campbell, owner of the
Lock
as the result of the Western Comstock mines, adjoining the 85
Liberal's campaign for Lordsburg company's property, was here last
publicity and through our Mining week with a mining engineer look-i- g
Edition he decided Lordsburg
over his property with a prowould be the best pldee in the bable notion of commencing active
work on the claims.
Southwest in which to locate.
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This poem had doubtless been

prospector's last
body

a Community Builder. Join
the PayUp Week Throng

AND GOOD FEELING AMONG
TO PROMOTE FRIENDSHIP
WEEK HUNT
YOUR NEIGHBORS AND FRIENDS DURING PAY-UUP THCCE YCU OWE AND SCiUARE THE AMOUNT. DON'T WAIT
AND THEN
YOU SEE HIM FIRST.
ON THE OTHER FELLOW.
MAKE IT A HABIT CN THE FIRST DAY CF EACH MONTH TO
MEET YOUR OGLIGATIONS. IF YQU OWE MORE THAN YOU CAN
PAY. PAY WHAT YOU CAN. LET YOUR CREDITORS KNOW THAT
IT'S MORE
YOU HAVEN'T FORGOTTEN YOUR OBLIGATIONS.
HONEST AND MANLY THAN DODGING THEM YEAR IN AND YEAR
OUT. WOULDN'T IT BE ONLY FAIR TO THEM AND TO YOUR"

SELF?

There is another side to the cpiestion credit. The ninn who
takes care of his obligations has u credit that lie ran draw on.
Any banker will tell you that a man doesn't necessarily have to be
n loan when he needs it. The poor man who has the
rich to
reputation of looking after his obligations Inn a better credit at a
bank than the man who can pay and neglects to do bo.
BE
,

A

COMMUNITY

l'ay your debts.
HELP ALONG THE

BUILDER.
PAY-U-

P

WEEK

MOVEMENT.

was

wrapped into blankets and taken
by his partner down the broken
mountain side to the Red Rock
cemetery where it was interred.

Van Houten was a member of

one of Crocker addition to Lordsburg,
an auction sale will take place of
the choicest residence lots on the
plat. J. M. bedore of Santa Fe,
will conduct the auction and it is
expected that many lots will go
down under the hammer. Details
of the sale will be found on page
8 of this issue.

the most popular trirls of the
neighborhood, was married to B.
E. Parker, in Deming, on the 26
of January. Mr. Parker is an
enterprising young cattleman,
having recently purchased C.
Yarbrough's ranch in the Animas
.valley.
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OXE will deny that willful, premeditated indebtedness is
wron. Nothing will impair u mini's standing in a community niort! than out ruclinrr the habit of mukiii!' small
debts and letting them run on indefinitely. It's the little things,
after all, that are the tests f character. There are very few persons who are unable to pay the little debts they owe. When they
neglect them they are phieed in the same category us the fellow
The result is that they suiter by comparison.
who won't pay.
There have been instances of men who were close friends for years
becoming est ranged over n tifty cent debt.

I'm quite alive nud well today, and while I linger
here
Rive
Lend me a helpinn h;md at llmrs--nn, n word of cheer,
Just chnnue the minie of life a bit; just kindly
swah the decks.
For 1 will he no jtxlue of flowers when I cash
in my checks."

The

ta

CENT

CARLISLE MINE IS
ALMOST UNWATEKED

friends Toruet the bitter wortls they Fpoke
but yester.lity.
And now they findainul'.itmleof pretty things
to say,
fancy when I no to rest some one will brinir to
linht.
Some kindly word or goodly deed Ions buried
out of sitjlit.

the dying
reading.

n ri
TEN

MINES AND MINING Hears Cases on Monday

d,

the Moose lodge of El Paso. He
is survived by a sister in Canada
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Krebaum who ha3 been notified of the
have recently returned from finding of the body.
Tempe, Arizona, and are profuse
in their praise of the splendid
Will Sell Residence Lots
roads in that state.
On Saturday afternoon on the
Miss Alice Krebaum,

BIN ULE COPIES.

post-offic-

steeiK-(-

Buy today and save

We close at

of

n'McwrnoN,

11, 1916

The last of the clouds surround
ing the mysterious disappearance
of two of Lordsburg's prospectorsand
been
lifted upon the finding of the
body of A. W. Vanllouten,
pioneer of the Southwest, high
on the summit of Richolite mountain north of Red Rock on the

M. L. Massey visited Cloverdale

Big Stock Going at
Reduced Prices- many below cost.

If you see it in

- tmm

Lordsburg, New Mexico, Friday, February

No. 13

"

PAY UP WEEK IN LORDSBURG
will begin March Gth, ending March 11th. Do
you owe these firms ? Roberts & Leahy, Eagle
Drug Mercantile Co., W. F. Ritter, First
National Bank, Walter Rebusch, or any other
business house in Lordsburg, or in southern
Grant County. Pay up Week is the time to
clear up this indebtedness. Read the Pay Up
articles weekly. P. S. Don't forget your
subscription in arrears to The Western Liberal

CaSIGuLSlTOVIi,

ÜT5

WESTERN

CERTIFY YC'J.1

MINING AND OIL
NEWS

It Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxuriant and Remove Dandruff Real
Surprise for You.

Mke

Wittrn Nwnpapr Union New 8rv1c.
Metal Market Prices.
Lead, New York, $6.10,
, Bar Silver, 66T4C
Spelter, St. Louis. $17.62.
Copper, casting, $24.75.
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Preparations are being made for
big mining operations on the Golden
Star mine at Mineral Park.
An unofficial announcement as to
the plan of merging the Tom Reed
Gold Mines and the United Eastern
Mining Companies of Oatman is still
lacking.
The output of gold, silver, copper,
lead and zinc of mines In Arizona in

......
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Mrs. Lincoln

Few

Smiling Hoods

First Inaugural

yj

JXHIS 2reat man loved three
I v women at different periods.

BRAHAM

LINCOLN was a lover,
but he was an unusual lover JUBt
as he was unusual In every other
way. His first recorded affair of
the heart, an emotion deeper than
the calf love of
youth,
came when he was twenty-twyears old and clerking In a store
at New Salem, III. Ann Rutledge, tavernkeeper's
daughter, was the girl.
The second affair came when he was about
twenty-six- .
It began as a Joke, after Lincoln had
become a lawyer and was practicing at Springfield, but It caused him untold worry because
the girl, Mary Owens, was fat and he didn't
want to marry her. The third affair "took."
That Is. Mary Todd became Abraham Lincoln's
wife, when he was thirty-thre- e
years old.
When he was a youth In the wilds of southern
Indiana, Lincoln had his sentimental vaporlngs,
one of which appealed so strongly to his sense of
romance that he wanted to write a story about
it. This vaporing was the kind most of us have
along about the time the down on our upper Hp
begins to toughen.
it is doubtful if Ann Rutledge evjr loved Lincoln. She simply appreciated his sympathy and
affection she had been jilted by James McNeill,
who tired of her and went East to escape his
obligation. Her rather, James Rutledge, one of
the founders of New Salem, kept a tavern, and
there Lincoln went to board when In 1831 he left
his hom and became clerk In a store there.
At breakfast, dinner and supper he sat by the
side of the tavernkeeper's daughter. He was
twenty-two- ;
she was less than twenty. She was
sad of heart and he tried to cheer her. Lincoln's
sympathy ripened Into deep affection, but the girl
was faithful for more than a year to the memory
of McNeill.
Even if the girl had been willing, Lincoln was
In no position to marry. He was very poor. He
was one of the first to volunteer In the Black
Hawk war. When the war was ended he returned to New Salem, ran for the legislature
and was defeated. His financial condition was so
muddled at this time that he seriously contemplated becoming a blacksmith in order to make a
living. An opportunity came to him to get an Interest In a store without putting up any real
money. He was a wretched storekeeper and his
partner was no better. The business did not
flourish, but his courtship did. He and Ann Rutledge sat at night on the tavern steps or walked
along the roads around the little settlement.
They were young and youth Is the age of glamour.
Lincoln was beginning to think of a career as a
lawyer. He believed be would be able In a year
or two to support a wife. Ann could not forget
McNeill, but the devotion of Lincoln prevailed
and she consented to marry him.
The summer of their engagement was the happiest, perhaps, In all of Lincoln's life. Ann Rutledge was beautiful in face and figure and charming In every way. She was not tall and was
rather delicate. At times when she would become a little weary, Lincoln, whose strength was
unusual, delighted In taking her up in his arms
and carrying her as If she were a child.
With their engagement everything seemed to
brighten for Lincoln.
He was appointed postmaster, he began to make a little money doing
survey work, and In the fall he was elected to
the legislature.
The young couple decided to get married in
the spring. Ann, anxious to complete her education, decided to go to Jacksonville to attend an
academy there during the winter. Meanwhile,
Lincoln went to Springfield to attend the session
of the legislature, continue his law studies and
prepare for hi admission to the bar in the spring.
He was In Springfield when he got a message
that nearly broke bis heart. Ann Rutledge was
dead.
At the academy she contracted a fever
and died in a few days. Lincoln was predisposed
to melancholia. The death of the woman he loved
o much almost upset his reason. He never fully
recovered from bis grief.
Ann Rutledge bad been dead two or three years
when Lincoln became engaged again. In Spring-fielthere lived a Mrs. Able, with whom be was
well acquainted. She had a sister, Mary Owens
of Kentucky, who visited Springfield for a short
time and to whom Lincoln bad been Introduced.
Mary Owens was- bright, clever and buxom. She
returned to Kentucky and Lincoln probably forgot
her. Hut one day Mrs. Able Informed htm that
she was going to Kentucky and then, In a spirit
of banter, she said to Lincoln:

TV

The first died. The second
rejected his proposal. The
third he married. His
biographers say he

I

was a queer
lover.

half-grow-

o

d
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One of the
President's

"I'll bring Mary back if you'll agree to marry
her."
"Marry herT I'd be delighted," said Lincoln.
Mrs. Able went away and a month or so later
she was in Springfield again and she had her
sister with her.
Lincoln went to call.
When he saw Mary
Owens he gasped.
The girl had gYown enormously. She had become outrageously fat.
"Well, I've brought her back for you to marry
according to promise," said Mrs. Able.
She was Joking, but Lincoln wasn't sure whether it was a Jest or whether she was serious
and was cloaking her feelings In the light manner In which she spoke. He called regularly upon
Miss Owens and paid to her all the attention he
thought an engaged man should.
It was not
pleasant, however, for she was enormous In size.
To make the situation still more absurd, he was
very tall and very thin. The contrast between
the two was enough to make any person smllo,
no matter how gloomy he might be.
Lincoln worried greatly ovei the situation. He
felt that he was in honor bound to marry the
lady, but he dreaded the taking of such u step.
But while Lincoln had due regard for tho
sanctity of his promise. Implied or otherwise, he
tried hard to make Miss Owens understand that
he was not a desirable partner for life. He wrote
to her some of the queerest love letters that perhaps any man ever penned. He told ber over and
over again what a miserable life she would havo
with him. In one of them he said:
"I am afraid you would not be satisfied. There
Is a great deal of flourishing about In carriages
here In Springfield, which It would be your doom
to see without sharing. You would have to be
poor without the means of hiding your poverty.
Do you believe you could bear that patiently?"
Another time he wrote to her:
"I know I should be much happier with you
than the way I am, provided I saw no signs of
discontent In you. What you have said to me
may have been In the way of Jest, or I may have
misunderstood it. If so, then let it be forgotten;
if otherwise, I wish you would think seriously
before you decide. What I have said I would
most positively abide by, provided you wish It.
My opinion Is that you had better not do it. You
have not been accustomed to hardship and It
may be more serious than you now Imagine.
I
know you are capable of thinking concretely on
any subject and If you, deliberate maturely upon
this before you decide, then I am willing to abide
your decision."
Lovers' Tears and Quarrels.
Evidently Miss Owens had some spirit She
sent a reply to one of his letters that stunned
blm. She rejected him incontinently, and she
piqued his pride In doing it, for she told him that
he was "deficient In those links which make up
the chain of a woman's happiness."
You would not think of Lincoln as a dancing
man, yet he did at times Indulge In that pastime.
There are some records extant in proof of this.
Tbey take the form of cotillion notices printed
at the time hi was thirty years old and a little
before his meeting with Mary Todd.
Like Mary Owens, Mary Todd was a
and, like Mary Owens, she had a sister
Ken-tuckla-

LINCOLN'S TRUE KINDLINESS.
Mrs. Amanda Kuhn died some months ago In
During
Philadelphia at the age of eighty-four- .
the Civil war her husband was wounded and she
went to the hospital at Washington with her only
baby to nurse him. He recovered, but she stayed
to nurse others. There Lincoln saw her and was

deeply Impressed with the woman's devotion to
the needs of the Injured. Her baby attracted him,
and, realizing that the child was a burden and
anxiety to the loyal nurse, be arranged for Its
care In the White House while the mother was
busy In the hospital. That was like him. It Is
merely another story of the many that mark
Lincoln as the biggest mac the modern world has
known.

after a "Damlerlne hair cleanse." Just
try this moisten a cloth with a little
Danderine and carefully draw It
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. This will cleanse
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive oil
and In Just a few moments you have
doubled the beauty of your hair.
Besides beautifying the hair at once,
Danderine dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and Invigorates the scalp, forevér stopping Itching and falling hair.
But what will please you most will
be after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair Bnd lots
of It, surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderine from any store
and Just try it. Adv.

Arizona.

,

.

Tour hair bbcomes light, wavy, fluffy, abundant and appears as soft, lun- -'
trous and beautiful as a young girl's

N",

,s

Ce remonies

K'

Her sister was the wife of Nlntan
Edwards, one of the most prominent men of
Springfield.
Miss Todd was bright, witty, highly
educated, ambitious, and at once became the
belle of Springfield.
Few young women have had
more great men suitors for their hand than had
Miss Todd within one month of her arrival.
Among those who paid ardent attention to her
were Stephen A. Douglas, James Shields, who
later was senator from three states and who
made a glorious record In three wars; Abraham
Lincoln, and a dozen others.
The Edwards .family protested against Miss
Todd's partiality for Lincoln. They thought his
family was plebeian; they thought, too, he was
too grave a man. But Mibs Todd loved Lincoln
and tbey became engaged.
They were not altogether happy In their engagement. Miss Todd was Jealous and exacting.
She loved balls and parties, frivolities of all sorts
that are so dear to women. Lincoln did not care
much for those things and was shockingly
thoughtless and Inattentive for an engaged man.
When tliere was some merrymaking, if he didn't
want to go, he didn't think she'd care. She, however, thought it a Blight. She complained that
he neglected her. Then, to make him feel bad
about it, she would go with Shields or with
Douglas.
There were tears, reproaches, quarrels. They would make up and fall out again.
All this bad a very bad effect upon Lincoln. He
He began to search
became extremely morbid.
his soul to answer the question as to whether or
not he would make the woman's life unhappy.
They were to have been married on January 1,
1842. Something happened and the wedding did
not take place There was a story, which was
credited to W. H. Herndon, that Lincoln tailed
to appear, but this has been pronounced untrue
by those who ought to know. It Is more likely
that one of their many quarrels led to the break
between them.
Some of Lincoln's letters written about this
time disclose bis sufferings. In one of them he
says:
"I am now the most miserable man living. It
what I feel were equally distributed to the whole
human family there would not be one cheerful
face on earth. Whether I shall ever be better
I cannot tell. I fear I shall not. To remain as
I am is impossible."
Reconciliation and Marriage.
One of his friends In Kentucky invited him
there in the hope of cheering him up. He bad a
hard time arousing Lincoln from bis melancholia,
but he finally succeeded In a manner he never
expected. The friend fell In love himself and
began to feel qualmish as to whether he would
He became so misermake his beloved happy.
able over his doubt in this regard that Lincoln
tried to cheer him up, and in trying to cheer his
friend, Lincoln cheered up himself.
When Lincoln returned to Illinois he was
much better. He and Miss Todd met and there
was a reconciliation.
On November 4, following, Lincoln and Mary
Todd were married. While the marriage ceremony was being performed one of the greatest
storms In the history of Springfield was raging.
"Did you ever write out a story in your mind?"
Lincoln once asked a friend. "I did when I was
a young fellow. One day a wagon with a lady
and two girls and a man broke down near us, and
while they were fixing up they cooked in our
kitchen. The woman had books and read us
stories, and they were the first of the kind I ever
had heard. I took a great fancy to one cf the
girls, and when they were gone I thought of ber
a great deal, and one day when I was sitting out
In the sun by the house I wrote out a story In
in Springfield.
W.

my mind.
"I thought I took my father's horse and followed the wagon, and finally I found it, and
they were surprised to see me. I talked with the
girl and persuaded her to elope with me; and
that night I put ber on the horse and we started
off across the prairie.
After several hours we
came to a camp, and when we rode up we found
it was the onj we bad left a tew hours before,
and we went in.
"The next night we tried again, and the same
thing happened the horse came back to the
same place; and then we concluded that we
ought not to elope. I stayed until I had persuaded her father to give her to me. I always
meant to write that story out and publish it,
and I began once, but I concluded It was not
much of a story. But I think that was the beginning of lovg with me."

1915 was valued at $88,551.000, according to the United States government
Geological
Survey,
an increase of
nearly forty-eigh- t
per cent from that
of 1914 which was $59,950,029.
Development of the sulphide lode
at the Copper Hill shaft of the Arizona Commercial Copper Company on
the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth

levels has progressed steadily since
the first of the year and the result
is more than encouraging it surpasses the most sanguine expectations,
and advances Arizona Commercial to
the position of one of the Important
producing copper mines of the Globe-Miadistrict.
New Mexico.

There are now 900 men at work ia
the Chino Company's workings at
Santa Rita, the payroll running $110,-00- 0
a month.
The Chino Copper Company has
taken an option and lease on the
Snake group of mines near Hillsboro,
in Sierra county.
A shipment of bullion
valued at
$54,000 reached Silver City from the
Mogollón gold camp and was tihlpped
by express to New York.
Due to the
Increased tonnage
handled from the Chino Copper Company, the Santa Fé has made an appropriation for laying heavier steel on
Its Whitewater-Hurlebranch In
Grant county.
Stockholders of the Savanna Copper Company, at a meeting at Tucson,
Ariz., ratified the sale made by the
officers of the company to an Individual supposedly representing
the
Phelps-Dodgpeople, for $700.000. The
sale relates to the Burro Mountain
claims only.
y

Doing His Part.
"Honestly, now, would you fight for
your country If war broke out?"
"Well," answered the thoughtful
man, "maybe I wouldn't fight, on account of gas bombs, liquid fire and
things like that, but I would gladly
sacrifice my business and work night
and day to raise recruitB."

QUIT MEAT IF KIDNEYS
BOTHER AND USE SALTS
Take a Glass of Salts Before Breakfast If Your Back Is Hurting or
Bladder Is Irritated.

It you must have your meat every
day, eat It, but flush your kidneys with
salts occasionally, says a noted authority who tells us that meat forms uric
acid which almost paralyzes the kidneys In their efforts to expel it from
the blood. Tbey become sluggish and
weaken, then you suffer with a dull
misery In the kidney region, sharp
pains In the back or sick headache,

dizziness, your stomach sours, tongue
Is coated and when the weather la bad
you have rheumatic twinges. The
urine gets cloudy, full of sediment, the
channels often get sore and irritated.
obliging you to seek relief two or
three times during the night
To neutralize these irritating acids,
to cleanse the kidneys and flush, oft
the body's urinous waste get four
ounces of Jad Salts from any pharWyoming.
Work still is progressing steadily macy here; take a tablespoonful In a
on the well which the Poudre Oil & glass of water before breakfast for a
Gas Company is sinking for oil thirty few days and your kidneys will then
act fine. This famous salts is made
miles south of Cheyenne.
from the acids of grapes and lemon
It is reported $5,000,000 was paid juice,
combined with lithla, and has
by the Ohio Oil Company for a controlling interest in the holdings of the been used for generations to flush and
stimulate sluggish kidneys, also to
Valentine properties at Grass Creek.
neutralize the acids in urine, so It no
The Installation of a new car scale longer irritates, thus ending bladder
and the construction of a new train weakness.
line Indicate that the old Chicago
Jad Salts is inexpensive; cannot inmine, near Guernsey, will be re- jure, and makes a delightful
effervesopened.
cent lithia-wate- r
drink. Adv.
The coal fields of Wyoming are estiWhy He Was There.
mated by the Geological Survey to
s
"How do you happen to be in
cover 41,000 square miles,
of
the area of the state, and contained prison?"
"It Is the result of an accident."
originally an estimated 670,723,000,000
"You ran over someone with your
tons. Of this quantity only 178,000,-00'
auto?"
tons have been mined or
"No,
I fell over a chair and
ma'am;
one
per
cent.
of
The federal government is without waked up the owner of the house."
right to oust from oil lands concerns
operating prior to President Taft's
withdrawal order of Sept. 27, 1909; al- FRUIT LAXATIVE
though such companies at that time
had not discovered oil, according to
a decision by Judge J. A. Rlner in the
FO
CHILD
Federal District Court for .Wyoming.
The Sun Oil Company of Newcastle
is making arrangements for the in- "California Syrup of Figs" can't
stallation of a modern hydraulic plant
harm tender stomach,
for the development of Its mining
liver and bowels.
property in the Hurricane district
which Is said to be rich in gold.
Every mother realizes, after giving
her children "California Syrup of
Colorado.
Figs" that this is their ideal laxative,
The discovery of tin In the Brecken-rldg- e because they love Its pleasant taste
territory opens another field In and It thoroughly cleanses the tender
the mining industry that offers great little stomach, liver and bowels withpossibilities.
out griping.
When cross, Irritable, feverish, or
Rapid progress is now being made
at Lead v Ule advancing the breast of breath Is bad, stomach sour, look at
the Anderson tunnel into the forma-tion- s the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
of Prospect mountain.
The work of draining the First Na- laxative," and in a few hours all the
tional property in Iowa gulch at Lead-vlll- e foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
is progressing in a most satis- undigested food passes out of the bowfactory manner, according to H. H. els, and you have a well, playful child
again. When Its little system is full
Wallasea.
of cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache- ,
The largest deposits or
Indigestion, colic rememcarbonate of etne that have been diarrhoea,
a good "inside cleaning" should
found In the Weston Pass section aro ber,
treatment given.
now being mined through the Ruby always be the first
keep "California
Millions
mothers
of
property near the pass. In the Lead-vtllSyrup of Figs" handy; they know a
district, and frequent reports are teaspoonful
today saves a sick child
coming In telling of preparations bestore for a
ing made for the opening of other tomorrow. Ask at the
bottle of "California Syrup of
properties in the section.
Figs," which has directions for babies,
January Bet several new mining children of all ages and grown-up- s
records in the Cripple Creek district printed on the bottle. Adv.
and during the month a total of $165,-00- 0
In dividends was paid out by the
Just a Suggestion.
three largest companies. The Golden
"I'm still writing for you to pay me
Cycle paid out $30,000, the Vindicator that $5 you owe me', Dobson."
$45,0uo
and the Portland $90,000.
"Oh, don't let that worry you."
There were 79,794 tons of ore taken
"That's what I'm trying to do, but
out with a bullion value of
I would feel greatly encouraged if you
would let it worry' you occasionally."
The Gilpin Development Company
of Boston, which recently took over
Being Up to Date.
the Harrison property on Arizona hill,
"A little bird told me."
near Apex, have let a contract to
"Don't say that; say that you got it
drive fifty feet in the Nyanza tunnsl. by wireless."
e
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Margaret E.Sanster Jr.
to an attic where lacy cobweb swayed,
Where sunbeam, dusty golden, were dancing a they
trayed;
And a I crossed ths threshold with footstep soft and
WANDERED

I

alow,
I

felt ths hidden presence of ghost of long ago.

ViV.VV
I aaw a wooden chest there with rusty lock and key,
And when I knelt before It my dreaming eyes could
Initials twined together and carving almost hid
By scratches, deeply graven upon the polished lid.

se

No

Get a
box.
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascarete, or mere?y forcing a
passageway every few days with
Palta. Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
Purgative Waters?
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
Ate
Cascarete thoroughly cleanse and
the stomach, remove the sour
and fermenting food and foul gases,
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisons
In the bowels.
A Cascaret
will make you
feel great by morning.
They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your atore.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
have Headache, Biliousness, Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Constipation. Adv.
reg-ulát-

licvid

END DISPUTE
PRINCIPLES

CONTENDED FOR
PRESIDENT CONCEDED IN
LUSITANIA APOLOGY.

B

GERMAN WARSHIP SUNK
ALLIES'
'ON
POSITIONS
GREEK
LINE HEAVILY BOMBARDED
FOR TWO DAYS.

Newpnpr TTnloo Netvi Service.
Washington, Feb. S. For the word
I knelt beside It, silent, and opened It with care;
"Illegal" which Germany was unwill
I felt as If some girl-solng to Incorporate In the tentative
were standing by me there;
For dainty garments whlspersd, and perfumed laces sung
draft of the LuslUinla agreement, the
Of morning and of springtime, whsn all the world waa young.
Berlin foreign office has substituted
a phrase which in the opinion of cer
tain high authorities, In a position to
I saw a folded paper, all yellow with the years.
be familiar with the Btatus of the ne
Perhaps the print of kisses, perhaps the mark of tear
gotiations, covers all the principles In
Had touched It once for, fastened with bow of faded blue,
volved In the question of submarine
It whispered through the ages a message, "I love you!"
warfare. The language substituted
for the objectionable word "Illegal" In
a tentative cr.mmunlcption now being
I laid It gently from me and closed the chest with care,
considered by President Wilson avers
Opinion.
Pop's
I
m
behind
through
stillness
heard
breathing
the
there
And
that the killing of Americans in the
I
promised
Grade
Arthur
and
have
A murmur half a love word, and half, perhaps a algh
Lusitanla disaster was without intent,
to
by
each
stand
other.
of many year gone by.
The phantom of a heart-bebecause the destruction of the Cunard
by
You're
sitting
Pa
on
sofa
the
From the Christian Herald.
l'
liner was an act of reprisal, and the
each other every time I pass the parGerman government agrees that relor door.
prisals should not be applied to neutrals.
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
From various diplomatic and offi
Bay
1
Rum, s
To hall pint ot water add ox.
mall box of Barbo Compound, and H ot of cial quarters Saturday nlpht came the
Information that the outlook Is promApply to the hair twice a week
glycerine.
until It becomes the desired shade. Any drug- ising for an early settlement.
gist can put this up or you can mix It at
Some at very little coat. It will gradually
New York. Five hundred police
darken streaked, fnded gray balr. and remores dandrun. It is excellent for falling men were assigned Saturday night to
place to thousands of post cards, while balr and will make harsh hair soft and glossy. protect
the subway system from the
books, candy, flowers, fruit and other It will not color the scalp. Is not sticky or Brooklyn
off. Adv.
terminal to the Bronx ter
ROMANCES END
articles requiring careful wrapping greasy, and does not rub
minal and the Hudson and Manhattan
come by special delivery or In the
For Protection of Hen.
tubes on the strength of a report that
.
parcel post.
The school commissioner of CaldThere Is no live stock of any de- well, N. J., caused so much comment a threat had been made to dynamite
UIIüUL scription carried by parcel post except by leaving an open umbrella on his the underground roads.
by accident, though there is under dis- front lawn for many days that he
Ixmdon. The
offen
cussion at this time a plan looking to- finally had to explain that it was a
sive of the Teutonic allies against
ward an extension of the service In protection for his strong-mindehen,
may now be on or near at hand.
Many a Token of Affection Finds this direction, that the farmers and
who was sitting out there, and not at An agency dispatch from Salonikl re
may
country
people
generally
have
the
Its Way to the Dead
all amenable to suggestions that she ports that an artillery duel has been
benefit of sending their live poultry, move.
in progress for two dayB near Doiran
digame,
Office.
to customers
Letter
and perhaps
Nine hundred Germans and 14,000
rect.
Practical Application.
of their colonial troops from the GerHowever, on last Valentine day a
"When Josh got home from his edu man colony of Kamerun, have crossed
Every Year Thousand of Valentine country swain not being up In parcel cation," said Farmer Corntossel, "he the
torder Into Spanish Guinea, acpost
regulations
wishing
to
and
seud
Fall to Reach Their Destination
started right in instructin' me about
the admired one a suggestive, live, agriculture. So I didn't lose no time cording to an official announcement
Because of Careieasnesa on
In Madrid. The troops have been dis
homey valentine, sent her a pair
to try him out."
the Part of Those Who
armed and interned.
of bantam chickens by the parcel post.
you
do?"
"What did
Send Them.
Berlin reports cases of sporadic ac
The postmaster at the country post
"Sent him out to round up a swarm tivity by infantry, one instance being
office, not having read carefully hi
La Bassee canal.
failure to dot an "1" or Instructions, or perhaps having a fel- of bees."
"Was the experiment successful?"
In the Vosges the German guns
a "t" helps to fill "Cupid's low feeling, allowed the tiny cock and
"Some.
bees
hurt
the
didn't
It
and often places la hen to come to Washington, and they none,
have been bombarding French posl
In
gettin'
kep'
from
Josh
the tlons.
an'
Jeopardy the real romance of were so cute and the cock crowed so
many a man and maid who go through lustily on his arrival that the parcel way fur 'most two weeks."
Along the lines where 'he Au.trians
life thinking that the anonymous out- post man delivered the pair to the
and Italians are engaged the deadlock
From
Alaska.
Venison
pourings of their hearts were not ap- Intended one. Besides these, a pair
show? no signs of beliik broken.
Another great possibility of the fupreciated, or that the Intended recip- of rabbits came through In the samo
reinraising
of
Is
ture
of
the
Alaska
ient lacked intuition. Thousands of way.
Copenhagen.
A large German war
Since the rage for picture postcards deer for the United States markets. ship has been sunk In the Cattcgat,
these votaries of St. Valentine loBe
herds,
I
and
reindeer
have
visited
the
began
day
largely
every
February
of
valentines
fourteenth
take that
out
between the island of Anholt and the
and wonder why, little thinking It form, and as addresses are often de- the slaughter houses at Nome, where Swedish count, according to the newskilled,
now
being
even
are
deer
the
was only the slip of the pen in ad- fective, and there are no return marks,
paper HelBingor Avis.
dressing the valentine to the chosen these are turned Into "Cupid's morgue" to be sent in cold storage to San Franshipping
of
cisco
and Seattle. The
one that caused It to go astray and In the dead letter office, where they
Nineteen Die in Arkansas Floods.
Anally reach "Cupid's morgue," as it are carefully looked over, sorted out, venison has already begun and the
Little Uock, Ark. The rapidly-wiIs called at the dead letter office at put in packages and by the help of a time is not distant when fresh deer
list furnished by municipal officers, ' meat from Alaska will be sold in all snlng lake in southeastern Arkansas
Washington.
Hnl- "ormed by the flood waters of the
Or it may be the lost valentine was sent around to the various charitable nf nnr ftlttpa Innr an frpah AlnaUn
Arkansas
pouring
through
river
sent to a "Nixie post office," which Institutions and hospitals. On reach- mon and halibut are Bold today. Cor- areuka
in the levees, had engulfed a
sounds like a place for only mysteri- ing this final destination they are dis- respondence of the Christian Herald.
(tore of towns Sunday night, leaving
ous letters which are sent to little tributed among the inmates and paleveral thousand persons homeless,
The Idea.
brownies, pixies and fairies by small tients in the wards, of course the
:aking a toll of nineteen lives and do- Why
they
objecting
Flip
Miss
are
coming
children
flag
reality
just
first
a
children, but is in
ng damage estimated at thousands of
to
business?
this
munitions
post
This is a wise and cheerful disposistation on the railroad, and not a
Miss Flite (vaguely) I guess It is lollars. Still greater damage is feared
office at all. In this case it is left at tion of them that Uncle Sam has
It is some sort of a shell f the Mississippi continues to rise,
the nearest post office, and if the ad- thought out, as they bring sunBhlne to because
Predicted stages at Arkansas City
dressee falls to claim it the valentine many a little child and older person, game.
hreaten a break in the Mississippi
may
too,
morgue"
who
on
"Cupid's
at
have
been
overlooked
reaches
then
Why Dads Go Dippy.
which would precipitate the
evees
day.
headSt.
though
Valentine's
And
division
the
some one of the sixteen
"Pa, was Joan of Arc Noah's wife?" greatest calamity.
quarters of the railway mall service. gift Is a bit late, it is enjoyed Just as
(A moment later):
When It reaches the morgue, If It much, as was Illustrated in the case of
"Pa, does ink come from .the Black SNOW STORM STARTS SLIDES.
bears a written message, every means an old sailor in one of the hospitals, sea?"
! resorted to to find for whom It was who was moved to tears of Joy at the
Traffic
Is Blocked and Silverton
Intended, for Uncle Sam has a lot of sight of the valentine, explaining to
Faces Famine.
The wise man tákes a back seat and
was
he
nurse
It
the
the
first
had
that
postDurango, Colo. Snow began falling
sentiment, so sometimes by the
watches the fool butt Into danger.
years.
in
one
received
The
last
mark and a wonderful astuteness In
iere at midnight Friday and, plied
unravelling the secret Intentions of reached him in a foreign port, he exgale Sat
Into huge drifts by a
FACTS
FOOD
people which characterizes the clerks plained, and since (hen there had been
urday, tightened the blockade that has
M. D. Learned.
an
What
In the dead letter office through whose silence.
prevented railroad traffic In south
Flowers and fruit are distributed in
hands it passes, the fair one or gallant
western Colorado for nearly two
physician
prominent
In
down
A
Is reached. As real valentines are a similar way after being kept for a Georgia wont through a food experi- weeks. It. T. McGraw, superintendent
length
large
in
reasonable
of
time
the
Df the Denver & Rio Grande,
never signed for that Is their mysteris at
ence which he makes public:
ious charm It takes a kindred feeling Ice box which was Installed In October
was my own experience that first Osier, in charge of a gr.ng endeavor
"It
post
office for that
and the cleverest sort of detective in the new city
food; ing to open the line over Cumbres
led me to advocate Grape-Nutwork to unravel the mystery of their purpose, all perishable goods being and I also know from having pre- pass, and reported the part of the
destination. In the event of failure, put in this if delivery Is belated.
scribed it to convalescents and other road traversed again was blocked,
lie who thinks these messengers of
patients that this food Is a won- Many slides were running in the Ani
weak
CUPID SULKING
entlment and love are ruthlessly dederful rebullder and restorer ot nerve mas river cafion. Superintendent M.
stroyed or sold at auction In one of
and brain tissue, as well as muscle. It A. Pheney with fifty men and thre
the several dead letter sales which
Improves the digestion and patients engines began clearing the line to
take place each year is mistaken, for
gain, Just as I did in strength and Silverton, where citizens reported
In the case of valentines, with some
nly two weeks' supplies on hand.
weight, very rapidly.
exceptions, what Is one's loss. Is anReports from northwest New Mexico
"I was in such a low state that
other's gain, and while a trifle belated
had to give up my work entirely and stated that cattle and sheep were ma
I
reach a happy destination where they
go to the mountains, but two months rooned and starving.
are thoroughly appreciated.
The boarding house at Little Nona
there did not improve me; In fact I
On the 14 of February all over the
was not quite as well as when I left mine was carried away by a slide af
country the malls Increase about ten
home. My food did not sustain me ter the occupants had escaped.
per cent, and while this is not as
Twelve inches of snow fell here
and It became plain that I must
large an Increase as at Christmas and
Friday night. The roof of the West
change.
Easter, it is very noticeable, requiring
"I began to use Grape-Nut- s
and In ern Union telegraph office collapsed
a longer time to sort and deliver the
two weeks I could walk a mile, and In
valentine matter. The special delivEndstey Freed In Dickens Case.
five weeks returned to my home and
ery and parcel post service help to
Denver.
John Elmore Gndsley
taking up bard work again.
practice,
facilitate getting out the malls on this
Since that time I have felt as well and whose meteoric flight Into the Dick
day, and the latter is particularly in,
strong a I ever did in my Ufe.
ens murder mystery stirred
teresting In the variety and uniqueBoulder and Denver, passed out
"A a physician who seeks to help
ness of the articles it carries as souduty to of the case again Saturday night,
all sufferers I consider it
venirs of the celebration.
when he was released by Sheriff Bus
make these facts public."
With each year styles change, and
when ter of Boulder county, after every
Trial 10 days on Grape-Nut- s
valpaper
large,
lace
the
the regular food does not seem to sus- clew against him had proved ground
entines in the embossed envelopes of
tain the body will work wonders.
less and no one came forth to file
fancy
cards
th last century, and the
by any formal charge against him. The
a
"Thero's
given
Name
Reason."
In pasteboard boxes which used to be
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
. last link in the alleged chain of ev
sent and were such a trial In the
A sew
afceve letter
Kvrr vea the
dence connecting him with the killing
fr-stamping machine, have now given
to
tlsM
time.
aattira trae, aa fail ( baa-a-Tker of W. H. Dickens disappeared.
ara sraalae,
Waatarn
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sick headache, biliousness,
bad taste or constipation
by morning.
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APOLOGY HAY

Profitable Mystery.
"Mow did you leave all the folks out
home?"
'First-rate.repllod Senator Sor
ghum. "I told them I was going to
see If I couldn't straighten out a few
problems for the government between
now and spring. That cheered them
up a great deal."
"To what problems did you have ref
erence?"
"Oh, nothing In particular. I never
go into details with my constituents.
If you go to explaining thingB, you
are liable to make them sound so easy
that the voters get to thinking they
don't need you." Washington Star.
RED, ROUGH, SORE
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How Lydia
E. Pinkham'g Vegetable

Compound I Ielpcd I ler
During Change of Life.
Kichmond, Va.
"After taking
even bottles of Lydia E. Plnkham'
Vegetable Com-

pound I feel like a
new woman,
I always had a headache
during the Change
of Life and was also

troubled with other
bad feelings common at that time
dizzy spells, nervous

feelings and

boat

Now I am

flashes.

In better health
than I ever was and recommend your
Nothing so soothing and healing for remedies to all my friends. "Mrs. Lena
rod, rough and Irritated bands as Cuti Wynn, 2812 E. O Street, Richmond, Va.
While Change of Life is a most critcura Soap and Cuticura Ointment
Soak hands on retiring in hot Cuticura ical period of a woman's existence, the
soapsuds. Dry, and gently anoint hands annoying symptoms which accompany
it may be controlled, and normal health
with Cuticura Ointment. A
restored by the timely use of Lydia E.
treatment works wonders.
Free sample each by mail with Book. Flnkham's Vegetable Compound.
Such warning symptoms are a sense
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
of suffocation, hot flashes, headaches,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
backaches, dread of impending evil,
timidity, sounds In the ears, palpitation
Suggested by the Waiter.
Guest Walter. 1 wish vou'd let me of the heart, sparks before the eyes,
have a knife that's sharp enough to irregularities, constipation, variable appetite, weakness and inquietude, and
cut this stoak.
Waiter Sorry, sir. but we don't dizziness.
For these abnormal conditions do not
keep our knives sharp. Maybe you
Vega-tabl- e
could 'use the steak as a strop, sir, fail to take Lydia E. Tinkbam's
Compound.
and sharpen your knife up a bit.
one-nig-
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Genuine Castoria
Always
Bears tho
Signature,

Promotes DitJcstion,Cliecrful-nes- s
and RVst.Conlains ncillier
Cphim.Morplunc nor.liitrnL
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Not Naiícotic.
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Ciarihtd Sugar.
k VryMi 1 1aro?

Use
For Over
Thirty Years
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A pcrlkt Remedy fbrÍHUisTíp
lion. SoiirSlomacitDiarrhoea,
Worms. Feverishnes.s and.

Loss of Sleep..
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Long-mont-

Mr,Vynn Tells

May Be 8oothed and Healed by Use
of Cuticura. Trial Free.
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Her Sixth Sense.
"Mrs. Gabber Is gifted with a sixth
sense."
"And what is that, pray?"

"Inexhaustibility."

Red Cross Bog Blue mnkes the laundress
haopy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers.
Adv.
"How

How He Enjoyed It.
do you enjoy your motor

cycle?"
"Fine! All I need is a coat of tar
and feathers to feel like a bird."

PREPAREDNESS

I

tms okntaum oommmv, new tohh errr.
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Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver it
right the stomach and bowels are right
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gently but firmly com-- ,
pel a lazy liver to .i
51 IDTrDS
do its duty.
1?"?ITTL
Cures Con
I
!:.-.,- stipation, In
digestion,
I M
V V
Sick
"
Headache,' W
and Distress After Eating.

'

t

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

To Fortify The System Against Grip

Genuine

Grip is prevalent LAXATIVE BROMO
OUININB ibould be taken, as llili combination
of Ouinins with olber ineredienta. dettrora
terina sets aa a Tonio and Laxative and tbui
keeps the arttein in condition to withatand
Co'd. Grip and Influenaa. Tbere is only ono
HROMO QUININE. "
B. W GKOVH'S air
oaturo on box. 15c.

BLACK

The oftener a man falls the more he
is addicted to the advice Klving habit.

II

when

Don't keep a good movement on
hand; put it on foot at ouce.

n

must bear

Signature

LOSSES SUREIY
by Cntttr't

PREVENTED
PHI
Low.
preierreJ bj
prtcftl, frtab.
itucknifp 'jwcahm lhy mr- Vrtrn
ttxJt
whar
thor
w
vMintt
Write fur booklet tnd t imonll,
Lj
-- 9t. Blaeklefl
Pitt 11.00
iVm m
. BOoklef Ptllt
4.00
MMmd
TJ
any iijetor, but Cutler btwt,
Tna upMlortty of Cuttr product la rtua to onr 11
yearn of
In vaeelnes and MruRia aaly.
Insist on Cutter' a. If unoinataai-lorder dlr-t- .
THE CUTTER LABORATORY,
BerUley, CJi,fal,

r.ial:

fi.

WHAT IS URIC ACID?
THE CAUSE OF BACKACHE, RHEUMATISM, LUMBAGO
Ever since the discovery of uric acid
the blood by Scheele, In 1775, and
the bad effect it bad npon the body,
scientists and physicians have striven
to rid the tissues and the blood of
this poison.
Because ot Its overabundance In the system It causes
backache, pains here and there, rheumatism, gout, gravel, neuralgia and
sciatica. It was Dr. Pierce who discovered a new agent, called "Anurlc,"
which will throw out and completely
eradicate this uric acid from the system. "Anurlc" Is 37 times more potent than UthUt, and consequently you
need no longer fear muscular or articular rheumatism or gout, or many
In

other diseases which are dependent on
an accumulation of uric acid within
the body. Send to Dr. Pierce of the
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y., for a pamphlet on
"Anurlc," or send 10 cents for a trial
package of "Anurlc" Tablets.
If you feel that tired, worn-ou- t
feeling, backache, neuralgia, or If your
sleep Is disturbed by too frequent
urination, go to your best store and
ask for Dr. Pierce's "Anurlc."
Dr. Pierce's reputation Is back of
this medicine and you know that bis
"Pleasant Pellets" for the liver aud his
"Favorite Prescription" for the tils of
women have had a splendid reputation
for the past fifty years.
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rUMPKIN HILL ÍTEMS
Bill Mutten's cow, Susie, which
was the only cow left in Pumpkin
Hill, died last Monday night. Since
the burial of the cow, the Slowpoke railroad hus taken all of the
cow-catche- rs

longer needs them.
Zeek Drumstick, wno has been
leading the Pumpkin Hill Brass
Band for the last six years, will
now trail along behind, Zcek having broken his leg last Wednesday
while using it to pry up the corner
of the barn.
Flip Gumdrop had two of his
back teeth pulled by Dr. Yanker
last Frid:iy so he can hold a bigger chew of tobacco in his mouth
while leading the Pumpkin Hill
hoir on Sunday nights.
Lem Saucepan found a nest egg
on the road east of Pumpkin Hill
ast Monday. With this good start
Lem is figuring on going into the
hicken business.
The carpenter of Pickelville is
here this week making some repairs on Abe Hickory's wooden leg.
Hank Tumms says he has a good
leal to be thankful for. He don't
have to worry about the income tax
or the servant problem.
There Rln'i no felier in this
vorld that don't think that he has
ot a sense of humor and his wife
insn't.
Grandnop Eibbins is 104 years
.Id, and hain't never rode on a
no

Br FAR1S V. BUSH,
Editar and Owner
PRICES
SUBSCRIPTION
II. 0
Thraa Month
1.75
Fir Months
1.00
On Year.
Subscription Always PayaMt In Advance.

February

11, 1916

PETITIONS
noticed how easy
often
We have
jt is to get people to sign petition.
It does not matter much what the
petition is for; if its purpose is
kood or bad, or whether it is properly drawn. The idea seems to
be that it costs nothing and the
other fellow wants you to sign
ou probably didn't reud it; have-- i
t the time.
The following clipping from tne
Vchita (Kansas) Times, shows
l.nw easy it is to get even the most
ridiculous petition signed.
"Men are quick to sign petitions.
1: costs them nothing, and to sigt
nvoids them making enemies and
may gain friends. More often than
in t, they tlo not even read the petitions trie.v are asked to sign. To
prove tins' assertion and to win a
Let, an Abilene, Kan., man recently
oiuw up and circulated a petition
to the governor of Kansas to have
"..he road to Tipperary shortened."
He gat over 200 signatures to thai
petition, and among the number
was the mayor of the city, a bank
cashier and many other leading ci
tizens, to say nothing of a district
ji dge. It is needless to add that
he won his bet."
SIGNING

BRAINS IN DEMAND
some one man in this
ISN'T there
with brains sufficient to devise a plan for market-ii:the products of our farmer!

.Vfm) per acrr, wlii'-is the apprsit.
Dollar
fd Yalue Ihrrmf, ami in g'Mition thrrrto the
the improvement
hi'ldrr muM aUo pay
c lri"ru)ed lanas,
whifh rxinl ñu thr
t the sppraisci value.
sjtlr
Kinds
wit! lie subject
oi
The above
The sucto the following condition,, vir:
cessful bidder
mu.t pay to the I'timni!- aioner of Puhhc Lands, or hi, agent holding
of the prices offered
such salr, one-trnthy them respectively lor the land; four per
lican Convention of the State. cent interest in advance for the balance of
such purchase price; the fees for adverMr. Catron says in his letter of tising
appraisement and all coats inci
"It is now nearly dental and
transmisal:
to the sale herein, and each and all
amounts must be deposited in cash
four years that I have served as ofor said
exchange at the time of sale,
United States senator from New and certified
which amounts and all of them are
Mexico. I have endeavored faith- subject to forfeiture to the State of New if the successful bidders do not exfully to represent the interests of Mexico
xute contract within thirty days sfter con
the state and 1 think that I have tracts have been mailed to them by the
Land Office, said contracts to provide
lone so. I have not obtained all State
for the payment of the balance of the pur
I sought, but have accomplished a shase prices of said tracts of land in thirty
great deal. I have determined to anal, annual installments, with interest on
ill deferred payments,
at the rate of four
be- per
be a candidate for
cent per annum in advance, payments
lieving I can be of much benefi' inn interest .due on
1st ol eacn
and such other conditions, obligations,
to the state for another six yean year,
may
be required
as
reservations and terms
on account of the experience I by law.
of tht trac as described herein will
have had and the advanced posi- beLach
offered separately,
the Commissioner of
tion I will occupy on committees " Public
Lands, or hi agent holding such
sale reserves the right to reject any and
all bids offered at said sale.
Possession
GETS 'EM
under contracts of sale for the above de
will be given on or before
scribed
tracts
Sheriff Wheeler of Cochise October 1st, 1V16.
county made a haul of twent;
Witness my hand and the official seal of
he State Land Office this 2nd day of De
ases of liquor and the following cember,
A. D. 1915.
men one night last week: D.
kubt. r. KKVibN,
CommÍDsioner of Public, Lands.
S. A. Farrish, P. Nance, Jo
State of New Mexico.
Pylant and Joe Sechim, all of Bis
Publication. Feb. 11, 1116
bee, Ariz. It is alleged that the Hirst
Last Publication, April 14, 1916
men were bringing liquor into Ari-

CATRON IN THE RING
The Western Liberal is in receipt of an announcement of the
candidacy of Thomas B. Catron
as United States
for
senator from New Mexico, subject
off its engines, as it to theMctermination of the Repub

rail-oa- d

train. Maybe that is one

rea-- m

why he is 104 years old.
Hod Feters says his idea of
eilth is to have goldfish for

T.

11.

zona from New Mexico in contra;
vention to the prohibition laws of
Arizona. The sheriff chased the
men for miles in a lively "motoi-cade- "
from Rodeo to Douglas. The
captured men's bonds were fixed at
51000 each.

reakfast every morning.

t Serinl No.
Department of the Interior, United
Land Office at La Cruce. New Mexico.

N"

ONCF
VHF.N

T

u non

a time

ws 'way out west

s

"D get my paper every morning

of New Mexico,
Santu Fe, N. M.. December

2, 1915

'ice is hereby riven that pursuant to th

provisions of an Act of Congress approve!
I une 20, 1"10,
the laws of the State of Nev
Mexico, and the rules and regulations of thi
State Land Office, the Commissioner of Pub-HLand will offer at public sale, to th
highest bidder, at ten o'clock, A. M., on
Mny the 8th. 1916. in the town of Bilvei
City, County of Grant, State of New Mexico
in front of the court house therein, the fol
'owing described tracts of land, viz:
Also Lots 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, EJ4SWX, SEtfNWji
ire. 6,
Sec. 7, all of Sec. 9, al'
if Pec. IS, SUM Sec. 18, all of Sec. 19, al
of Sec. 20, all of Sec. 21, all of Sec. 28, al
if Sec. 29, alt of Sec. .TO, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4
E'iNWX. EtfSWH, N'.SEX, NE
Sec. 31
all of Sec. 32, all of Sec. 33, T. 30S., K
16W.. all of Sec. 3, all of Sec. 4, all of Sec
5. all of Sec. 6, all of Sec. 7, N'A. SKS4
NvJSWtf Sec. 8, all of Sec. 9, all of Sec
10, all of Sec. 15, all of Sec. 16, E'A, SWtf
WNW'4 Sec. 17, all of Sec. 18, all of Sec
19,, all of Sec. 20, all of Sec. 21. all of Sec
'2. T. 31S., R. 16W., NEKNEM Sec. 29
N'EKNW'M Sec. 33. SEtfSVVtf. N,SWVi Sec
M, T. 28S., R. 17W, Lot 4, Sec. 31, T. 29S
c.

T

c.

l

c.

c.

Z.f.

c.

11,

1

13

c.

,

S-- c.

c.

1.

c.

5

of Sees.

f

AND

CANDIDATES
The man who boosts his owr AND
i?ame for office generally is little
fitted for the position sought
IN'T it a awful graft
Ninety times out of a hundred thr
self seeking candidate wants a jot UNCE I'm a space
writer
bigger than his ability and charac
ter warrant. Sometimes he gets it ND all
and draws his salary and wears
his little honor until the end of the 3UT I
won't
term, doing no good for any one
Be DO
else and little for himself.
it again
cause he wants it is the poorest
reason in the world for nominal "HANKS
TERRIFFICALLY
ing a man for office. Albuquer
que Journal.
"Observer"
SELF-SEEKIN-

T. 32S..

TO

Coa

Build

'4w.f

?

YOU It
Prompt
Deliveries

W. F. RITTER

i

Representing Leading Insurance Companies
Paints .
s
Sherwin-William-

Pothbun Mix Company
EL PASO, TEXAS

States

BUILDERS' MATERIALS

01o.zr

Write for our Catalogue.

It's for

You

BUY IK EL PASO

.

EDOAR W. KAY9EH. Cashier.
Aaat. Cashier
O. T, MOOHB Asst. Cashier

W ALTKH M. 11UTLKK.

THE- -

First National Bank
EL PASO, TEXAS

Claimant names as witneasea:
Vane P. Gould. E. R. Wright, Vernon Wright,
lud Daniels, all of Lordsburg, N. M.
. JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register
25
Ian.
.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of tha Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M.. January 19, 1916,
Notice la hereby given that Laurence P.
Xibson of Rodeo, N. M., who, on January 2,
1918, made homestead entry No. 07887, for
MW
; NW'ÁSWVi. Sec. 12, Lota 1, 2 and S.
lee. 11, Township 29 8., Range 22 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, haa filed notice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim to the
Inal three-yeand above described, before Asa O. Garland,
ü. S. Commissioner, at Rodeo, N. M., on the
!nd day of March 1916.
Claimant namea aa witnesses :
D. M. Phillips. E. C. Dobson, R. R. Timbrel,
3. V. Smith, all of Rodeo, N. M.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register
25
fan.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Offiea
at Laa Crucea, N. M.. January 12. 1916.
Notice ia hereby given that Frank Weldon
of Lordsburg. N. M., who. on July 1. 1912,
made homestead entry No. 07289, for Lot 4 ;
SWV4NWV4 See. 4, Lot 1, SENEVi. Section
. Township 28 S., Range 18 W., N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice of Intention to make
proof, to establish claim to
Final three-yethe land above described, before Faria V. Bush,
U. 8. Commissioner, at Lordsburg, N. H., on
the 25th day of February 1916.
Claimant names aa witneasea t
I. B. Wood, M. M. Crocker, M. Q. Hardin, L.
3. Jonea, all of Lordsburg, N. M.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE
18.
Jan.
Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION '
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Crucea, N. M., January 12, 1916.
Notice ia hereby given that Steven W. Duna-Ta- n
of Animas, N. M., who, on February S,
1913, made homestead entry No. 08003, for
WM,NEVi:
E'jNWtf, Section 17, Township
29 8
Range 19 W., Jí. M. P. Meridian, haa
Aled notice of intention to make Final three-tea- r
proof, to establish claim to the land abova
described, before A. B. Ward, U. 8. Commissioner, at Animaa, N. M on the 25th day of
February 1916.
Claimant namea aa witnesses:
Tat W. Gallman, Alvln Dunagan, Holmea
Maddox, Steven R. Dunagan, all of Animaa,

c.

EQUIPMENT

FAI1TTS

916.

26, EV
SW!4.sr4
ElNW'4, E',SWK Jan.
27.
E'j. N'Wtf, E!,SWy, Sec. 34,
NWN'E'4, NMNW'4, SWNW, WSWK,

Ercd-,u-ctc

--

BUILDING

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces. N. M January 1. 191.
Notice la hereby given that Parlee Wright JOSHUA S. RAVNOLDS, Presiden
f Lordsbunc, N. M., who, on January 14, 1913, JAS. OKAHAM MoNAKY,
t.
nade homestead entry No. 07917, for SVjSEVi
W. L. TUOLEY.
IVjSWVi, Section 24. Township ?0 S., Uange
7 W
N. M. P. Meridian, haa n'ed notice
proof,
f Intention to make nnal three-yeo establish claim to the land abova described,
U.
Commissioner,
V.
Bush,
S.
lefora Faria
.t Lordsburg, N. M., on the 2nd day of March

R. 19W.. all of
Sees. 5,
S'i, NWKSWM, SE'A Sec.
17, T. 33S., R. 19W., all of Sees. 1. 2. J.
10, 11, 12. 13, 14, E'i. E'jW.
NWÜNWtf
Sec. 15, E'A,
SWtfSWK Sec. 22. all
if Seca. 23, 24, 25 26, 27, 34, 35, 36, T. 32S.,
R. 21W., all of Sees. 1, 2, 3, 10, 11 T. 33S..
R. 20W, SE'A Sec. 11. nil of Sec. 13, all of
S c. 14, NEJ4NWX, NSEM.
Sec.
SEtfSE
15, all of Sec. 16, E'A. SENW!4.
EiSW'M N. M,
S- -r
s.
22, nil of
23 and 24. E'A. NWJ4-NWX- ,
E'j.SW
Sec. 2S, NW, SW'4, N!,SK'4.
19, 30, 31,
6. 7, 8,

Gallup

Notice hereby given that on the 2mh day of
fanunry, A. 1. 19i6. The Santa he pacific Knil-roiCo.. mnde application at the United SUitrs
Cruce. New Mexico, by
Land Office, at L
Howel Jone. it Mnd Commissioner, to select
under the Act of March 4, 1913, the following
land,
The west half of the Northwest Quarter and thr
Northwest quarter of the Southwest quarter of
the Northenst quarter ot the
.ection thirt-cn- ;
oiithenat ntinrtrr of section fuurteen. in town- south of range eighteen west of
hill thirty-onhe New Mexico Menninn Mew Mexico, contain-none hundred and sixty acre.
The purpose of this notice is to allow all persons
dainiitig the Innd adversely, or desiring to show
t to le mineral in character, an opportunity to
lie obtec'.rtn to such location or selection Willi
thr lociil officer for the land district in which
: at thr Innd office nfore-ai'.he land is situate,
and to establish their interests therein, or
'.he mineral chnmcter thereof.
15
John L. Burnside, Register

ND I'd see a lot of stuff
without enriching the hordes ol
middlemen who are now fatten
WRITTEN T.ike this (dot3 and all)
ing on the toil of others?
in
some
one
man
there
Isn't
with
itiative enough to take the lead in BY K- C. B.
this important matter and push '
ND I thonorht it meant
it through to a successful comple
.
R. 16W., S',f,SES4 Sec. 3, NE4SEtf Sec. 10
tion?
S',NW(4, SWli Sec. 11. EfcíNWK. SEUSEW
- Unquestionably
UY Kansps City Beef
14,
Sec.
23.
it will require
E'SNE!4
SWNWf
Sec. 24, T. 29S., R. 17W. conNWtfSWi-brains, intelligence, ingenuity anc
398.41
taining
improvement
acres.
If.
The
ND It made me homesick
determination of a high order. But
in this land consist of house, corrals, wells
water troughs, and rurface tank, valu
we believe we have such a man ir
52.200.00.
B.
C.
K.
to
apologize
must
I
our nidtt. We beliere we have i "O
Also Ev;SEtf Sc. 8. W'SSWtf Sec. 9, al'
M Sec. 16, SV5NWJ4. NEKSWJ4, NW5ÍSEX
number of such men.
'
Sec. 17. ENE
Sec. 18. NEONES;
Si,SE!4
ND When got back home
. Now let's root him out and start
Src. 20, NWM SWtfNEtf. N',SEtf, SEtfSE
him to thinking, and moving, anr '
21.
Sec. 22
W54NW54
hVVSW'í.
picked ur my home paper
NKIW'4 Sec. 27. NWNEK Sec. 34
doing. And then let's all beck hiir
WHNWJá.
SE!4NW!4.
NEVíSWíí. N!
up to our limit as a rnited comSEK Sec. 35, T. 3.1S., R. 18W., all of
ND I found F. A. B.
nee. SI, 1. .US., K. 1W., nil Ol Sec. 34, T.
munity.
TOS.. R. 19W.,
E',NWJj, SWKNWtf.
We are Daying out too much
Sec. 25. SEKSElá Sec. 26. E, NE'i
F.MSW'A, NWHSEVÍ
SWKNEJ4, SF.JÍNW54,
money Jo the fmfters who infos' WRITING stuff like this too
Sec. 35 T. 31S., K. 2UW., all of Sec. 16
the road all of the way from the
Sec.
21, T. 32S., R
W".,
SF.',.
W'iNEtf
ND I THOUGHT F. A. B. meant W
NNWi4.
SW5ÍNW1Í. NW!4SW
farmer to the retailer and the ul
11, SENEtf.
Sec.
Sec. 10, SEtf
E',SE"4
tímate consumer. It's time for f
V'WK, NWNEjá. SWVáNKX.
E'.SWii. SWM
'ABLES and Bull
new system, a new regime.
SW' Sec. 15, T. 33S., R. 18W., all of Sec.
6. all of Sec. 7, all of Sec. 18, all of Sec
4. all ol
711 FN I picked up another paper 19, T. 33S.. R. 17W., all of
all of Sec. 24, T. 335.. R. 18W.
A TRUE VERSION
N'j. NtfSWH. SWVÍSW'4. SEtf Sec. 22, all
27, all of Sec. 31. all of Sec. 34, all
if
Bill Nye says: "Don't attempt VND stuff like this
ot sec.
I. JJS., K. 1W., all 01 .Sec.
to cheat the editor out of a year'F
all of Sec. 2, all of Sec. 3, all of Sec. 10
ill of Sec. 11. all of Sec. 12. all of Sec.
subscrption, or any other sum WAS Writeen by B E H R
all of Sec.
14,
all of Sec. IS, K'jKE'i
Cheat the minister, the lawyer, the
t.y,t.H sec. í, nwm Sec, 23, Lots 2
butcher, the litrht man
ND it meant
any
t. NWSÍ, NW!4NE!4 Sec. 24, T. 34S.. R
7, E(4 Sec. 8, N',NWS
WV.. W'4, SEX
Íody, but if you have any regare"
KWVÍNWH, N WJsjSW'X Sec. 9, E'i. N',NWtf,
future consequences don't 1ULL enouerh ; handled roughly
EWSW'i Sec. 17. KH. SWíí. NWIÍSE'Í Sec.
IS. Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, Sec. 19, Lots 1, 2. EJ4NWK,
fool with the printer. He will tret
SWJÍNWJÍ Sec. 20, T. 34S., R. 19W., all of
even with you and more, too. You
I'm going to try a hand
Sec. 12, Wyi Sec. 13, all of Sec. 14, all of
may be put up for office some time
Sec. 15, E'i Sec. 22, all of Sec. 23, SWtfNWtf.
W'2SK.!4.
SE'SE!4 Sec. 24. all of
or want some public favor for ?INK or swim survive perish SWK.
Sec. 25. all Sec. 26; Ní, N!,SEtf, SEKSEK
yourself and your friends, and jusl
27, Ky,, SWI-Sec. 34, all of
NWJ4SW4
Sec. 35. all of
36, T. 33S
R. 20W.. Lots
when vour luck is a thing of beau
OU got'ta admit
4, E'.SW'L SE4
19, NEJ4, SEKNWW.
ty and a joy forever, the nrinter
WNWX, S'i Sec. 20, W!4 Sec. 27, all fof
Sees. 28. 29. 30, 31, 32. N'A, NSWtf Sec.
will open up on you and knock
T fills up space
13. NEXNWJ4, W'jNW54,
Sec. 34, T. 33S.,
your air castles into a cocked hat
R. 19W., all of Sees.
and 6, T. 34S., R.
WITH lots of ands
at the first blow."
1'W.. all of Sec. 18. T. 31S.. R. 19W., all
-

Every thine

I

PUBLIC LAND SALE
S'ate

with; the 13rst
Three factors irfyour Existance Supplied

NOTICE

Change of Date of Sale

BJ

LUMBER : INSURANCE

:

013077

Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands.
1

COAL

18.

JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register

'

800.000

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
DETOMITS

"CT

nlted. States Depository

.4.1500,000

4 percent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.
Correspondence-I-s

Assets

invited from those who contemplate opening initial or additional
accounts in HI Paso.

-

-

-

-

$6,000,000

Deposits made by mail are promptly acknowledged.

.....

?

Make Your Headquarters at the

Hotel

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO
Steam Heat. Hot and Cold Water. Electric

I

1

ighxa.

Central Location, Restaurant Adjoining
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8

McELGIlT
applies
o

rmm,

'

c.

SW'4SE!4. EVÍ.SEJÍ Sec, 35. all of Sec. 36, T.
IIS., R. 20W., containing 61,393.02 acres. The
improvements on this land consiat of house,
wagon shed, blacksmith shop, barn, grain
room, fencing, value JJ.VI0.
Also all of Sec. 32, T. 2SS., R. 17W., N'4.
N'SV'A S e. 3 T. 29S., R. 16VV.. all of Sec.
2. T. 29S
R. 17W., cimtaitiiiig 1.6Í0.80 acres.
Th-r- e
are no improvements on this land.
No bids will be accepted for less than Three

t

'.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at Laa Crucea. N. M., January 12, 1916.
Notice ia hereby given that Louis Carriere
of Cloverdale, N. M., who, on August 10,
1910, made homestead entry 01846, for SW'A-NWV- i;
NWV4SW14;
BENWVi ; NEV4SW14,
Section 88, Township 83S., R. 20 W., and on
May 18, 1914, made additional entry No.
09652, for NVjNW14! SM,SWV4. Section 88.
Township S3 S.. Range 20 W., N. M. P. Meridian, haa filéd notice of Intention to make

Final five-yeproof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before A. B. Ward, U.
S. Commissioner, at Animas, N. M on the 26th
day of February 1916.
Claimant namea aa witneasea:
James N. Clark. Herley N. Autrey, Fred R.
Miller, Charlea B. Miller, all of Cloverdale,

'.

N. M.

Jan.
"1

THE FAMOUS DONNKY MINE
Showing Nos. 1, 2 and 3 Shafts, Bunk House, Environs, Etc.

18.

JOHN L. BURN8IDE
Register

Department of the Interior, V. 8. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M.. December 29, 1916.
NOTICK
Notice la hereby given that on tha thirteenth day of August, A. D. 1900. William
E. Moses filed forest lieu selection No. 8287.
Serial No. 01171, under the act of June 4,
1897. (80 Slat.. 86) for tha following described
land, located in tha LAS CRUCES LAND
DISTRICT. ,
Southwest Quarter, Northeaas (Quarter of
Section 8. Township 27 South. Range 16 West,
S. M. P. M.
Tha purpose of this notice la to allow all
persona claiming the land adversely, or desiring to show it to be mineral in character,
aa opportunity to file objections to such location or selection with the local officers of
tha land district In which tha land ia situated,
At tha Land Ofrica aforesaid, and
to establish their interasta therein, or the
mineral character thereof
John L Burnstda, Register.
Jan. 7. Feb. 11

HAVE "RED" DO YOUR PAINTING
ooeooecoGuocooatxooooc

Joocoooooooo- aeoooooooooooc
-

Always The .Best
Of What?
Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Liquors. A special holiday line of I
I
WHISKEY - WINES & CIGARS
For the Best Keg Be er in town call
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent I

Ollfton Ear
J.

S. BROWN,

Prtprietor

S

NOTITE

AUGUSTINE

MORNINGSTAR&

OF PUBLICATION

rLDl.lC LAND

Insurance
Leading Companies Scottish
Union, Firemen'j, Connecticut

of the Commissioner of Public Landa,
Slate of New Mexico, Santa Ft. New Mexico. December 2. 1915.
Notice is hereby utven that pursuant to the
HOME, I'ALKTINK
approved
provisions of an Act of Cona-rcaYour Business Solicited
Juna 20, 1910, the lawa of the StaU of New
Mexico, and the rules and regulations of the
State Land Office, the Commissioner of Public
Landa will offer at public laic, to the highest
Attorney at Law
bidder, at ten o'clock a m., on February 25,
WASHINGTON LOAN ft TRUST BUILDING 191, In Hie town of Silver City. County of
D.
C.
WASHINGTON.
Grant, State of New Mexico, In front of the
Special attention to putiHc Land and Mlnlii cas- court house therein, the following; described
en before the General Land Office and Interior
tracts of land, vis:
Deportment.
PATIENTS FOR INVHNTIONS
3, T. 28S., R. 17W.. containing
8WV4 Sec.
160 acres. There are no Improvements on this
land.
Also NE, E14NWVJ, 8W4 NWK, SVi See.
2?, T. 23S.. R. 15W.. containing 600 aerea.
There are no Improvements on this land.
See. 20, all of 8oe. 21, WH
Also NEV4NE
Office

WHITE and ANDREWS

wwwwwwvvwvwwvwvx
Í Dr. R. E. BUYERS

i

DENTAL SUIMiEON.
Office:

NENE'á

Sec. 22. NMiNW14 See. 28,
T. 27S . R. 21 W., containing

Brown Mock
Pyramid St.

Permanently Located.
LOUDSBCItO, NEW MEXICO.

(VWWWVVWVWWWWWWX

Feed

&

Dyery Stable

JONES & BURNS!
Boardtniiatork Rlvon prood atlentlon.
Transferrins; und drayniie.

PHONE

H--- 2

Sec

29,

.

DILL FENDING
All recommendations have been
received by the Senate for the pase
Stock- sage of the Ferria
raising homestead bill and the act
will doubtless become law before
many days.
The United States Commissionér
at Lordsburg has completed a spe
cial form of petition for the desige
nation of
homestead
lands and will handle selections
under the new law with a guarantee as soon as Senate passes upon
it. The full text of the bill is on
file in the Western Liberal office
and may be had upon application.
Lists of vacant State lands are
also on file with the U. S. Commissioner at Lordsburg, for disposal.
640-acr-

640-acr-

1120 acres. There
are no Improvements on this land.
6EVÍNWVÍ.
NEVÍSWVi.
Also WVjSWVi,
Sec. 15, T. 813., R. 20W., eon.
NWI4NWV4
ANIMAS FOLKS MAKE
talning 200 acres. The improvements on this
THEIR FINAL PROOF
land consist of house and fencing, value $168.
Also SEVi See. 83, T. SUS.. R. 17W., con
Sam Killebrew and Edmond
taining 160 acres. There ure no Improvement
Wright
made final proof on their
on this land.
in the Animas, before
homesteads
NEVi Sec 88, T. U. S.
Also
Commissioner Bush last Mon
There
33S.. R. 20W , containing 160 acres.
George Porter made final
day.
are no Improvements on this land.
proof Saturday.
20W,
all
of
T.
R.
883.,
Sec.
Also EV4
IS.
Sec 18, Lota 1, 2, EVjNWVi. NEVi See. 19, T.
The Liberal ad3 bring results.
83S.. R. 19W.. containing 1284.26 acre. There
are no Improvements on this land.
Also Lota $, 4, f., . T, EMiSWK, 8EV4NWVÍ
Sec. 6. NEV4 SE 14 Sec 7, all of Sec , all
of Sec. 16. SEVi See 18. all of Sec 19, all of
Sec. 20, all of Sjc. 21. all of Sec 28, all of Sec
29. all of Sec. 80, Lots 1, 2, 8. 4. EMiNwyi
EKjSWVi, N'ASEVi. NEVi Bee. 81. all of Sec
82, all of Sec 33, T. 80S.. R. 16W., all of Sec
8. all of Sec. 4, all of Sec 6, all of Sec. 6, all
of Sec 7, NVj. SEVi. NM.SWVÍ Sec 8, all of
Sec. 9. all of Sec 10, all of Sec 15. all of Sec
Sec 17, all of Sec
16, EVj. SWV4. WVjNW
18. all of Sec. 19, all of Sec. 20, all of Sec 21,
all of See. 22. T. 81S., R. 16W., NEV4NEV4 Sec

Yoil'll

Contractors & Builders

Jack Heather
Contractor and Builder
Plans and Estimating

Bungalows built on
Installment Plan

.

LOCATION

FIRST"

Now at Sheakspeare Camp
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg
and 85 Mine.
ALLEN & LINES, Prop.

REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE

i
i

Leaves Lordsburg Wednesday, and Saturday mornings
with mail. Special attention
given to passenger service,
to and from KearocK.
SAM TURMAN," Prop.
Leave calls at Postoffice.

.

29, NEÍ4NWV4 Sec 28. 8EV1SWVI. NV6SWV1
Sec 84, T. 283.. R. 17W Lot 4 See. 81, T.
Sec
29S , R. 16W.. SMiSEVi Sec 8,
Sec 11. EV4NWV1.
SWVi
10. SVjNWVi.
14,
EViNEVi
See.
Sec 28.
SEV4SEV4
Sec. 24, T. 29S.. R.
8WV4NWV4. NWViSWVl
Tna im17W., containing 18.898.41 acres.

provements on this land consist of house, corrals, wells, water troughs, and surface tank,
value $2,200.00.
Also EV4SEV4 Sec 8. W'jSWVi Sec 9. all
of Sec 16. SViNWVÍ. NEVÍSWVi. NW14SEH.
SViSEVi Sec. 17, EViNEVi Sec 18. NENEVi
Sec 20, NWV4. SWVINEV4. NV4SEVÍ, SEViSEVi
Sec. 22, NEV4- Sec 21, SWSWV.,
NWVi Sec 27. NVjNEii Sec. 84, WV4NWVÍ.
Sec. 86.
NV4SEVÍ
SEWNWVi . NEVÍSWVi,
T. 833.. R. 18W., all of Sec 82. T. 83S.. R.
17W., all of See. 84. T. 80S., R. 19W., EV4- SWy4NW, WHSWV, Sec 25, SEVii.
SEVi Sec 26. EViNEVi, SWViNEVi.
EMSW14, NWVÍSEV4 Sec. 85. T. 818., R.
20W.. all of Sec. 16. WVj. SEyt. WVjNEVi Sec
SWV4NW14,
21, T. 82S., R. 20W.. NViNWVi.
NWViSWVi Sec 11, SEy,NEV4. EVÍSEÍ4 Bee
NVjNEVi.
SWViNEtt.
10. SEWNWÍ4.
SWV4SWV4 Sec 15. T. 83S.. R. 18JV..
all of Sec 6. all of Sec 7, all of See 18, all
of Sec 19. T. 833., R. 17W.. all of Sec 4. all
of Sec' 23. all of See. 24. T. 833., R. 18 W., NVW
NViSWVi. SW14SWV4. SEV4 See. 22, all of Sec
27, all of Sec 83, all of Sec. 84, all 01 sec.
28, T. 888., R. 17W.. all of Sec 1, all of Sec
2, all of Sec. 8, all of Sec 10, all of Sec 11,
all of See 12, all of See. 18, all of Sec 14, all
of Sec 16- NViNEVi. SEViNEVi Sec 22. NWVi
Sec 28, Lots 2. 4, NWV4. NWViNEVi Sec 24,
T. 84S.. R. 20W.. W14, SEVi Sec 7. EV4 Sec
Sec 9.
8. NViNWVi. SWNW14, NWV4SWV
EM,. NViNWVi. EVjSWVi Sec 17. NMi. SWVi.
NWV4SEV4 Sec 18, Lots 3, 4, 6, 6, Sec 19,
Sec 20. T.
Lots 1. 2, E&NWVi. SWVINW
848., R. 19W., all of Sec 12, WV4 Sec. IS.
all of Sec. 14. all of See. 15, EV4 Sec 22. all
of Sec 28, SWViNWVi. SWV4. WVÍSEV4, SEÜ- -

NW,

The Lordsburg, Dairy
"SANITATION

Quick

NESE

Free

Brick, Concrete and all Classes
of Construction Work.

NEW

Get It,

i

i

Lordsburg Cafes

SFW Sec. 24. nil Sec. 25, nil Sec. 26, NJÍ. NKSEK,
SWVi Sec
SEy4SE, NWV4SWy4. Sec 27,
84, all of Sec 86. all or sec. as. 1. sao., n.
20W.,
Lots 8. 4. EV4SWV4. SEV4 Sec 19,
WMiNW, 8V4 See.
NEW, SEViNWVi.
Bee. 87, all of Sees. 28. 29. 80, 81, 82,
WV4
20,
NV4. NViSWVi Sec 83. NEVÍNW14. WWNWVi.
Sec 84. T. 883., R. 19W., all of Sees. 6 and 6,
T. 84S.. R. 19W.. all of Sec. 18. T. 813.. R.
19W., all of Sees. 19, 80, SL T. 823., R. 19W..
all of Seca. 5. 6. 7. 8. NVj, NWV4SWy. BE
gee 17. T. 88S., R. 19W., all of Sees. 1. i. I.
EÜWÜ, NWyNWVi
10. 11. 12. 13. 14.
See. 16. EV,. EMW. SWVÍSWÍ4 Sec 2Z. all
of Sees. 23. 24. 25. 26, 27, 84, 86, 86, T. 823..
R. 20W., all of Beca. 1, 2, 8, 10. 11. T. J3S..
R. 20W.. NE'4 Sec 11. all of Sec 18, all of
See. 14. NEViNWtt. N(i)SE, SESE',i Sec
15. all of Bee 16. EMi, SENWy4. ESWV
See. 22. all of Sees. 28 and 24. Eft. NWNWVi.
NV4SEy. BW4- EMiSVVy, Sec. 26. NK,
EMNW, EyjSW14 Sec
Bee 26,
SE
EV4SWV Sec 84. NWy4NE14.
27. EV4.
NyjNWVi. 8WV4NWV4, wyjSWí4, bwbb-si- ,
E14SEV4 Sec 85. all of Sec 86, T. 813.. R.
2nw.. conbilning 61,393.02 acres. The Improve- -

E'.

E.

E.
NW,

Club House Saloon
FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

FRANCISCO CANO, Prop.
North of Railroad Tracks.

Ceantra,! ZBar
Keg

Beer on Tap

line Wines und Liquors

Restaurant in Connection
VENDOME

HOTEL BUILDING

St. Elmo Cafe
W. M. MEANEY,.

REGULAR

Prop.

DINNER

We give'a first class regular
Dinner, every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
bv all who try it to be the
best in town.

Give us a

triál and be

convinced.
Up-To-Date-C- afe

Lordsburg, N. M.

SW,

Just call when you need any

i

LORDSr.URG DEPOT A 1IOS- HTAL IN EARLY DAYS

HOMESTEAD

640-ACR- E

BALE

A

A peep at the past, at the days
when railroading was rife with romance and danger, is given in a letter from Towerman Ira G. Hong at
Naud Junction, Los Angeles Divi
sion to Signal Supervisor R. D.
Moore acknowledging receint of
his annual pass.
Mr. Hoag has
years of service
seen thirty-tw- o
with the company and is still on

the job, active and alert.
There are few among the
younger Company men who know
of the dangers and hardships we
used to meet with in protecting
company property," he writes.
"I
had a particularly interesting time
while agent at Lordsburg, N. M.,
Gerónimo and
in
his band of renegade Apaches were
raiding the country, massacring
whites whenever they could lay
their hands on them. There were
four Indian outbreaks that I distinctly remember and two battles
with the Indians occurred within
sight of the station. Our waiting
room was used as a hospital for
the wounded soldiers.
"In 1882 and 1833 my remittanc
es ran from $70,000 to $87,000 a
month and during that time three
attempts were made to raid the de
pot by gamblers and other toughs'
who had been ordered to leave the
town by the vigilance committee
I used to take the money out and
hide it freauentlv. fearinsr that the
wou,d hold us up during the
ra"K
night. In one day alone my re
mittance was $15,500 and I spent
a sleepless night guarding it. In
reoruary, lasó there were over
two hundred notorious border ruf
fians in town who had no regard
for life or property, and they kept
my nerves on edge until they were
finally driven out."

e

w

Mnfd
44K4

KV-r,',.,.-jvi-

Are you satisfied with the
coffee and tea that you are

-j

m

getting?

1880-81-82-8- 3.

If not we should like to
have you try ours. Our experience has taught us a lot
about what are really good
coffee and tea.

Benefit by

it

THE ROBERTS & LEAHY
MERCANTILE CO

INC.

thing for the office, from "pins to
printing," and we'll haveitthere LETTER FROM SOUTHERN
' iv
nr.
eA
we are ieaiunng
in a j' my.
NATL HIGHWAY C003TER
T

Forms and Binders

EUSl-paE-E
time-savin-

ness omce
FOBMS

BINDERS

Esal-pns- n

The "Western Liberal
A. W.

Moniingstar.

ATTORNEY AT LAW
LORDSBURG,
HEW MEXICO.

CROCKER, M.D.

Physician aod Hnrisoa.
District Surgeon Southern Paclflo aod Art
New Meiloo Railroads, üuifeon to
lona
Amerloau Consolidated Cupper t o,
NawMnioo.
Lordsbdro - .

Copperas

SilpMric Acid
Made from the celebrated Clifton
Ores. Free from Antimony and Ar

senic.
HItlH ELECTRICAL ENERGY.
Gives more atlsfactorv results lo
Reduction Works than any Chemicali
in the market.
A long freight haul saved to the
consumers In Doth states, Amona
and New Mex.
Prices In competition with the
Eastern Markets.

Copper Co.
Arizona
CL1KTON. ARIZONA.

FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.
for Rheumatism, Stomach Trouble,
Kidney Ailments, Intiamatlons, Ar
terial Hardening. Locomotor Ataxia.
Nervous Hreaklng etc. Perfect Treat
ment, Perfect Climate. Health, Plea.
ture, Large Modern Hotel. Boon let

L. V. MOUERMOTT.
menu on this land consist of house, wagon
shed, blacksmith shop. barn, grain room, fenc
Lordsburg Lodge No. 30.
ing, value $2300.
A. M.
Also all of Sec 82, T. 283.. K. J7W.. ny,.
A. r.
KSEA Sec. 82. T. 29S., R. 16 W.. all of Sec
use third Thursday night of
Meet
1660.80
acres
containing
2, T. 298., R. 17 W..
each suontb. Mailing Diviucrs
There are no Improvements on this land.
luisa4.
Sec 10, T. 80S B. 1BW.. con
Also W
J. L. Wells, W. M.
taining 820 acres. The Improvements on tnis
G. P. Jekkus, Stcretary
land consist of well, value $600.
No bids will be accepted for less than mree
appraised
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which la the
WOODMEN OF WORLD
value thereof, and M addition thereto the bidder must also pay for the Improvements which
CAMP No. 88
exist on the above described lands, at the ap- nralsed value.
Meets every 2nd ft 4th Saturday night at the
oe
suujtci
The above sale or lanas wiu
K. of P. U ALL
the following conditions, vlx: The successful
W M VUkaV. CI ffl
bidden must pay to the Commissioner of PubK. Ú. Reynolds Clark
lic Lands, or his agent holding euch sale, one-ten- th
respectively
by
them
of the prices offered
for the land : four per cent interest In advance
fr,r the balance of such purchase prices; the
fens for advertising and appraisement and all
LORDFBURQ LODGE No. 60
coats incidental to the sale herein, and each
Meets every Monday night at 8 o'oloc
deposited
in
be
must
amounts
and all of said
viaitliig orcibers invllud to attend
cash or certified exchange at the tima of tale,
S. K. Gash, Noble Grand
and which amounts and all of them are aub-JeWm. Tvba, Secretary
to forfeiture to the StaU of New Mexico
If the auccesaful bidders do not execute conFVTamiá Ledge NO. 23.
tracta within thirty daya after contracts have
been mailed to them by the State Land Office;
payment
of
K. of P.
said contract to provide for the
the balance of the purchase prices of said
Meeting evs)ry Tue. evening,
tracts of land In thirty equal, annual Install
menu, with Interest on all deferred paymenU
Visiting brother invite
at the rate of four per cent per annum in ad
on
October
due
Interest
and
paymenU
ranee,
ii J. 'Malum, K.R.
1 of each year, and such other conditions, obligations, reservations and terms aa may be re
tí u i red by law.
Each of the tracts aa described herein will
The Commissioner of
be offered separately.
Public Lands, or his agent holding such sale
reserves the right to reject any and all bids
Assayer and Chemist
Possession under eon
offered at said aale.
tracts of sale for the above described tracts
will be given or or before October 1, 1916.
GEORGE W. CAMERON
Witness my hand and the official seal of
Decern.
day
of
2nd
this
the Butt Land Office
Representativa For Phlppeit to the
bar. A. D. 1916.
KL PA80 BMELltH.
ROBT. P. ERVEIN
Commissioner of Public Landa
80S tan Pranolseo St. Kl Paso, Tie.
btate of New Mexico
r. U . HOX. tss
First publication, Dec 10, 1916.
Last publication, Feb. 11, 181$.
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5, 1916.

F. V. Bush, Esq.,

FOR SALS BY

M. M.

Clifton, Ariz.,Feb.

tricks for every busi

g

O. IF..

Editor Lordsburg Liberal,
Lordsburg, N. M.
Dear Sir:
Owing to the evident disposition
of the promoters of the Borderland
Route to ignore the rights and interests of Lordsburg in that they
saw fit to map the road via Ha- chita, thus cutting you off from a
great volume of transit trade to
which you are justly entitled, we
feel free to solicit your
in the building and boosting
of the Southern National Highway.
This route will pass through El
Paso, Deming, Lordsburg, Duncan,
Clifton, Safford, Globe, Roosevelt
Dam, Phoenix, and on to the Pacific coast. We honestly believe
that no route will offer so many at
tractions as will the Southern Na
tional Highway. The claim is made
by those who have made the trip
and who are familiar with the
h
various points of interest in
is second only to that of the
Grand Canon.
There is a move on foot here
which, with the generous assistance of the state as proposed by
State Engineer Cobb, we feel will
result in the completion of a highway between Clifton and Safford
via Gillard's Hot Springs this year.
This piece of road will be the con
necting link and afford an outlet
to the east for all the central por
tion of Arizona.
We understand at present that
there are no funds available for
vour use in building a highway out
of Lordsburg. The thing which we
hope you will see fit and proper to
do in this matter is that when your
ounty is in a position to appor
tion you a share of the road fund
that you will insist that those
funds be used in ynproving the
road.
nresent Lordsburg-Dunca- n
This latter road will also open up a
Kona that the scenery along this
territory with great trade possibilities as it will be passable at all
seasons.
If your citizens would be inter
ested in this proposition and you
can arrange for a meeting we are
planning on bringing several auto
loads of boosters to Lordsburg that
we may get together and plan a
winning campaign to "get on the
Ari-pat-

map.

Yours very truly,
W. S. Bradfield,
Secretary.

As passenger train No. 2, in
bound from Lordsburg, was pass
ing South Siding on Sunday afternoon last, says the Clifton Copper
Rrn rnnnino- - t on entimated SDeed
miles an hour. Jesse
of twenty-fiv- e
1 alJlilfJOf
in tuotuuj ui vuwn ah

spector Miller, jumped from the
car window in the toilet department and made his escape.
Young Phillips is wanted in this
county for horse stealing and has
been under arrest in h.1 Paso under charge of disposing of stolen
stock in that state. At a hearing
in the El Paso courts Phillips was
discharged from custody but was
promptly arrested on a complaint
against him from thisicounty.
House, good as new and now
rented. Will sell for $1,200 or
$G00 down and balance on short
time. A big bargain if taken at
once. F. V. Bush, agent.

How we can give you
Better Bank Service
We don't want you to think
of this bank just as a place
to deposit your money, although of course wo are glad
to have you keep as larpo
a balance as possible with
us.
It is our desire to render
our patrons every service and
accommodation that can
reasonably be expected from
us.
The Burroughs Bookkeeping Machine which we ere
using in our accounting department makes it possible
to give you better service in
the handling of your account,
greater accuracy, prompt

ness, and mora thorough protection of the funds you
leave in our caro.
Please do not hesitate to
avail yourself of every sort
of service we are able to
give. Talk your business
problems over with us of ten
we aro able to make practical and useful suggestions to
those of our patrons who
come to us for advice in such

in and commit with
us at any time and let us
enow you how our bookkeeping machine safeguards your
account by making mistakes
impossible.

FIRST NÁTIuNAL

BANK

1

Under New Management

Central Bar
L.

J. MORRIS, HARRY WRIGHT
PROPRIETORS

Fine Grade of Bottled Goods and
Cigars, Wines and all qlasses of
Fancy Liquors. Keg Beer on Tap
Your Patronage

SCO TT'
11

Solicited

GARAGE

The Ford Agency
Roadster, $440.05
Touring Car $490.05

.

F. O. B. LORDSBURG

A Full And Complete Line of Accessories

At All Times

,

Official Agents For "Pep"
Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
And Silver City. Save Time And Money

WESTE RN LIBERAL
lOUCñnVRO

Farii

NEW MEXICO

V. Bush, Editor and

FOREIGN

HEWS TO DATE

Ownr.

The Japanese merchant ship Dnljln
was sunk in a. collision with the
steamship Linan and 100 lives were

IÍ! PARAGRAPHS

Published Every Friday.

Dodging the autos Is quite congenia!
sport these sharp days.

NEW .MEXICO

ÜEVTFM

Rest Those V cm Nerves
Don't give up. Whon you feel
unstrung, when family cares
seem too hard to bear, and backache, dizzy headaches and Irregular kidney action mystify you, remember that such troubles often
come from weak kidneys and it
may be that you only need Doan'i
Kidney Pills to make you well.
Don't delay. Profit by other people's experiences.
all

"PASSION
AND PREJUDICE" IM
PUTED TO JURY BY DEFENDANT

lout.

Henry Morgenthau, Amorloan
to Turkey, left for the United States. He will travel by wy of
Declares No Evidence of Mental An
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK Or the Balkans and Berlin.
guish and Files Motion to Set
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
Aside $16,700 Waddell Verdict
An apparatus which it is claimed Wpularn Newapapar t'nlon New Service.
will prevent the destruction ol ships
THE WORLD.
OMINO HVKNTS.
by torpedoes or mines has been In- Mnrrh. Metln Pat. handles nnd Pnntli- Klmkineiis' Aoilutlona at Waatarn Nowapapor Union Newt Service.
vented by Frantx Poulsen, engineer at
Colorado Case
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Senate by the Foreign Relations Comand it is claimed that when
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Trinidad C. de Baca, state garni
Mew Mexico, Wyoming and Weatern Mebraaka.
mittee, with amendments reducing the completed the group will be the larg- warden, received word of the fining buildings, Including university and
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Indemnity to $15,000,000 and making est of the kind in the world.
of J. F. QueenBl erry of Calina, Lin normal schools,
it was $3,955,980. 1638 Broadway
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the expression of regret mutual to
It was reported in New York that coln county, $50 and costs for killing There were 1,290 school buildings In LIVE AQENT8
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both the United States and Colombia. E. R. Stettlnlus, head of the export de- a deer out or
tbe state last year and of those 1,033
The Senate passed bill approprlat partment of J. P. Morgan & Co., will
The department of education issued bad one room, 129 had two rooms. Ml 1 I i j I ? liuu. U.U buvkatrae. Hint
ata a I wat tefaranon. ütt taauita
ing $100,000 for flood relief in Missis- shortly follow Mr. Morgan to Europe. life certificates to tbe following teach 32 had three rooms, 17 had four
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wltlla ad la (.haap. Guaranteed
The President returned to Wash- tor the reported purpose of arranging Bertha Mulhall, Clovis, and Mrs: 4 had seven and 20 had 8 rooms or fraan. now,
1U ewt. AjuarUloMeedUo.,Anarllio,Tx.
ington on Friday after a week's trip, a new French credit of about $250,000,-00- 0 Mary L. Hardin, Amistad.
more.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
In this country.
peaking on preparedness.
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If cranks would agree with us, the
wouldn't be cranks.
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Dancing for charity Is such splendid exercise tor the heart!

n.
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Might does not make right, but Is
sometimes necessary to compel right.
Most things Id tbls world admit of
compromise, but loyalty to a flag does

not

self-deni-

d

Ten per cent of what we're going to
do tomorrow will make a good day's
work.

$4,-70- 0

her teens could look
der the bed for a man without
Mo girl In

un-

gig-

DOAN'S

gling.

The advice Is given to swat the winflies. They are far too feeble to
fight back.

ter

Command of language Is desirable,
but Is not to be compared with command of ideas.

It "begins to look as though the
timate fate of little nations Is to
fed by the United States.

ul-

b

Every generation produces men who
think the country Is going to the
devil, but it never goes.
Furthermore, the obstinacy and
courage of wrong-heademen make
countless thousands mourn.
The man who thinks a woman can't
keep a secret should try to find out
where she gets her complexion.
i
With the trenches a stone's throw
apart, only a foolish fighter would attempt to read between the lines.

Nothing does a jay town so much
good as to grow excited over the increasing perils of soft coal smoke.
New England has a plumber who
Is also a poet, but he Is not the first
person to hit the pipe and write verse.

e

ten-roun-

sixty-Beve-

One reason why the "classics" are
to be found on all good library shelves
Is because they are so seldom taken
down.
We are now convinced
beyond
doubt that taking castor oil is a mental exercise, and not a dread physical

n

n
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corn
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you are fond of contrasts, com
the youth who doesn't "amount
hill o' beans" with the champion
boy.

It seems that each of the belligerent
nations is more greatly impressed by
the weakness of the enemy than by Its,
own extremities.
Evidently the gent who claims that
If all men were over forty there'd be
no war outside the family circle Is a
blamed misogynist.
As faith Is said to move mountains
we are beginning to fear that General
Goethals will have to call on the
preachers before long.
An unfailing sign of inebriation Is
when an ultimate consumer of red
whisky wants a
building arrested for running Into him.

There Is a joy in the changing sea
sons.
Who would have chlggers and
mosquitoes always? Switching to
chilblains and winter Itch is a re
lief.

One good thing about skunk farm
ing is that If you forget to lock the
door it doesn't make as much differ
ence as In poultry raising.

The men who developed nrlntori
language would probably have left
the hyphen out if they had known the
trouble it was going to cause.
The war expert who predicts that
hostilities In Europe will last until
spring will probably announce next
that winter will do the same thing.
One thing to be said in favor of
flowers that bloom In the spring

the

Is that they are far less expensive
than those that bloom In winter.

What a perverse world!
Usually
the money one saves on coal In a mild
winter one bands over to the doctor
Because trie pneumococcua also has
prospered.
An overambitious dog attacked the
shoes of a belle of fashion.
Perhaps he couldn't be blamed for
thinking a kitten was crossing the

street
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The man who wears the
ed balo usually carries the odor ol
lemon peel, cloves, cinnamon or peppermint gum on his breath.
self-adju-

long-fough-
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There are said to be 200.000 dru
tores In the United States, and each
on of them sella about 200,000 different articles besides drugs.
And. then. It must be true that
there were not so many people witt
ears there might not
the

11
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be ho many nuisances with the
mouth,
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CAÍÍADA
Is Over the Hill Splendid
Bank Clearings, and the Crop
Returns Reveal Vast Possibilities for the Future.

It

interés para toda la gente
de Nuevo Max 00.
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8ome Principles to Be Observed If
One Would Have the Dainty
at Its Best.

De

Vt'Mtflrn New soaker Union

TOAST REQUIRES CARE

Rsrvlne.

Nuevo Mexico.
Una logia de Elks sera establecida
en Ratón.
La nueva casa de encueta en Daw
son ha sido completada.
Un incendio en Magdalena causó
daños estimados en $10.000.
Estancia está considerando la cu
estión de un nuevo edificio de escuela.
Al presente hay en las escuelas de
la ciudad de Roswell 1.C81 discípulos.
En Tucumcari ocurrieron dos casos
de muerte debida á la fiebre escarla-

The principle that underlies toast- making is threefold:
1. Heat evaporates moisture through
out the slice of bread.
2. Intense heat changes the con
tents of the starch granules on the
surface of the bread to dextrin.
3. Intense heat, long continued, will
change first the surface starch and
then alt to carbon (charcoal.)
A good cook will secure the first
two, and avoid scorching the bread.
Successful toast making depends up
on these points:
The selection of bread already par
tially dry.
The cutting of bread into slices of
uniform thickness.
Regulating the' source of heat.
Placing the slices firmly In a toast
er or on a fork or evenly on a rack
when toasting by gas.
Keeping the toast at a distance from
the source of heat that insures a steady
but not too rapid change.
Turning the slices, or the toaster,
to cook each surface In turn and thus
make the process slower.
Stopping the process before the
carbon Is formed and the toast
burned.

EZOH EOT UATER
DOÍ5TFEIELÉIICIGIT
glass of hot water with
phosphate before breakfast
washes out poisons

Says

"There are opportunities for investIf you wake up with a bad taste, bad
ment in Canada now that may prove
breath and tongue is coated; if your
hjad is dull or aching; if what you eat
attractive to American capital. Land
prices in the west are low and wages
sours and forms gas and acid in stomless than on this side of the line; and
ach, or you are bilious, constipated,
whatever the outcome of the war, the
nervous, sallow and can't get feeling
future of the Dominion is assured as
just right, begin drinking phosphated
one of prosperity In the development
hot water. Drink before breakfast, a
of Its vast resources." Chicago Tribune.
glass of real hot water with a
A short time ago the Canadian govof limestone phosphate In It.
ernment asked for private subscripThla will flush the poisons and toxins
from stomach, liver, kidneys and bowtions to a' loan of fifty million dollars.
els and cleanse, sweeten and purify
Less than a month was given for completion of the subscription. On No- tina.
the entire alimentary tract Do your
El Club de Rifle de Leming reci'jló
vember 30th, the day upon which subinside bathing Immediately upon arisu equipo inicial del departamento de
ing in the morning to wash out of the
scriptions were to cease, it was found
guerra.
system all the previous day's poisonthat 110 million of dollars had been la
ous waste, gases and sour bile before
Muxwell ha adquirido un sitio para
subscribed or 60 million dollars more
'
putting more food into the stomach.
than the amount asked. If there were la erección de una casa de ayuntamiany so pessimistic as to imagine that ento y cárcel.
To feel like young folks feel; like
you felt before your blood, nerves and
Canada was passing through a period
'
Se habla, en Lovlngton, de la erec-iómuscles became loaded with body Imof hard times the wonderful showing
.
allí de un plantel (le fuerza mo
of this subscription should put aside triz y luz eléctrica.
purities, get from your druggist or
storekeeper a quarter pound of limeall doubts of Canada's rapidly increasCompañía
de
Pe
La
Invasiones
de
ing prosperity.
stone phosphate which Is inexpensive
MADE
oría
EASILY
SWEET
PUDDING
capital
un
fué Incorporado coa
and almost tasteless, except for a
The bank clearings of Winnipeg tor
autorizado de $0,000.
1915 were a billion and a half of dolsourish tinge which is not unpleasant.
Lo.s agrimensores han establecido But to Be Perfect It Must Be Pre
:
Just as soap and hot water act on
lars. Think of it. Then, in addition,
Twenty-Fou- r
Hours
Before
pared
y
dique
plano
un
de alta
de
canal
the skin, cleansing, sweetening and
there were the bank clearings of the el
Is
Served.
It
freshening, so hot water and limeother cities throughout Western Can- linea en Fort Sumner.
stone phosphate act on the stomach,
Regina, Saskatoon and Moose
ada.
Tiylor y Powers investigaran los
foreBlghted
Only
housekeeper
the
liver, kidneys and bowels. Men and
Jaw also show big Increase in clear- terrenos petrolíferos en el pals de Deed
choose this pudding, because it women who are usually constipated,
ings. The Winnipeg statistics show Red Bill cerca de Torrlngton.
must be prepared twenty-fou- r
hours bilious, headachy or have any stomach
that the city has done the biggest
El paradero de ferrocarril de WUfinancial, commercial and industrial lard fué robado de la suma de $50 en before it is to be served. It is, how disorder should begin this Inside bathever, so very simple and has so high ing before breakfast. They are asbusiness In its history in 1915. A contante, un reloj y un sortija.
a food value that it amply rewards sured they will become real cranks on
billion and a half are big clearings.
El Reverente Sr. Horn, un predica the cook for the care needed in its the subject shortly. Adv.
representing business on a per capOne dozen lady fingers,
ita basis of over $7,000 per head for dor bautista en Millas, fué arrestad, preparation.
Specification Needed.
two cakes of German sweet chocolate,
every man, woman and child in the acusado del robo de algunas cabras,
The Colonel Look here, Berrybut-ton- !
sugar,
two
one
two
tablcspoonfuls
and
M.
del
big
Dr.
casa
piedra
La
de la
E.
man
city, and has gone ahead of
Are you the confounded scounwater, four eggs,
ufacturing cities like Buffalo, and Oray Be está usando para la construc half tablespoonfuls
Strong, Healthy Young Alfalfa Planti 8eed 8owed August 23, Plants Phobroke Into my henhouse the
drel
that
taste,
to
vanilla
runs a close second to Detroit. It ción del nuevo arsenal de Carlsbad
tographed May 10 Note Nodulea on Roots.
spring form carefully lined other night?
Into
has shown bigger bank clearings than
Los agricultores de los distritos de with wax paper put a layer of lady
Brother Berrybutton Dunno, suh.
(By J. T. BARLOW. New Mexico College ter to produce a crop of alfalfa on a the middle west cities of Minneapolis
Miami y French están preparando una fingerB. Melt the chocolate and sugar whudder I is or not, twell you-al- l
specLos
exceeded
of Agriculture.)
Duluth,
and
has
on one of a heav- and
light sandy
semana de agricultores, & partir del in the water over a moderate fire. ifies what night 'twuz. Judge.
Although it Is true, as most farmers ier nature. soil than
Angeles, Seattle and other noted ship15 l'ebrero.
When it is thoroughly dissolved take
know, that alfalfa will grow and proA very heavy clay soil la likewise ping centers. It Is now side by side
La caldas de nieve de enero llegan from the fire and cool. Then add the
duce fairly profitable crops on almost not the moat suitable for growing al- with the ten biggest cities in North
I
al total de más de veinticinco pulga yolks of the eggs, one at a time, and EIIDS DYSP E
any kind of soil. It is equally true that falfa, because (X)
the roots have much America In amount of bank clearings
certain soils are much better adapted difficulty in pushing down through the But because the war helped Canada das, que es el espesor más grande por keep beating. Next put in the vanilla
and last the stiffy beaten whites of
for growing alfalfa than others. In- heavy soil and hence their feeding recover quickly from a natural eco- treinta años.
Lo 3 Caballeros de Pythias de Nu eggs. Pour half of the mixture over
stead of trying to adapt our sollB to a area is restricted; (2) drainage is poor nomic depression it does not follow
INDIGESTION
particular crop, we should more often. in a heavy clay soil and the subsoil that, at the end of the war, the coun evo Mexico están buscando un sitio the lady fingers in the mold and 'then
1
If possible, try to adapt our crops to may contain too much water for opti-- . try must suffer a relapse, and straight para el establecimiento do un sanato spread another layer of lady fingers
upon which the remaining custard is "Pape'S DiapepSifl" CUfeS SÍClC,
the soils that we have.
mum plant growth; (3) heavy clay way return to a state of Inactivity and rio en el suroeste.
poured. A layer of lady fingers comes
sour stomachs in five minutes
Los francmasones de Silver City last, dusted over with finely chopped
In selecting a suitable soil for a pro- soils are difficult to irrigate, and if hard times.
posed alfalfa field we should bear in the fields are not leveled properly,
erigir
su
A Winnipeg paper, with a welldecidido
han definitivamente
Time Itl
powdered sugar. Set in
and
almonds
mind that alfalfa is a very
when the Irrigation water is applied known reputation for conservatism in propuesta manzana de casas de nego the Icebox twenty-fou- r
hours and serve
put bad stomachs In
"Really
does"
crop. It not being uncommon to find it will stand in the low places and in economic matters says:
cio que costará $75,000.
with whipped cream.
does" overcome indiges
"really
order
old alfalfa plants with roots 30 feet all probability kill the young alfalfa
Canada's undeveloped fields should
ma
y
Treinta
siete crótalos fueron
tion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
or more in length. The alfalfa plant plants.
prove a mighty factor after the war in tados por los hombres del servicio de
Peach Delight.
sourness in five minutes that Just
Is also a very voracious feeder and
Another thing to be avoided in se- adjusting the country's business from reclamación de los Ebtados Unidos
Beat one egg till light with thret that makes
Pape's Dlapepsln the lar
requires large amounts of plant fuud lecting an alfalfa soil is an impervi- one period to another. The staggering una milla, aproximadamente, al sud tablespoonfuls sugar; add four
gest
regulator In the
to produce maximum yields of crops. ous layer of "hardpan" a few feet be- figures of this year's crop, showing in de Mesqulte.
melted butter, halt teaspoon-fu- l world.selling stomach
If what you. eat ferments into
Obviously, then, from the above points low the surface. A layer of hardpan creases in production of 60 per cent
cup
two
cupful
one
salt,
and
milk
El administrador de tierras de eslumps, you belch gas and
the best soil for alfalfa is a very deep, is liable to cause a waterlogged soil over last year, give a slight idea of the
ful s flour with which has been sifted stubborn
uniform and fertile soil containing because it holds water very efficiently future wealth stored in vast stretches tado, R. P. Ervlen, anunció que cler two level teaspoonfuls baking powder; eructate sour, undigested food and
abundant plant-foomaterial. These and does not allow downward percola- - of prairie plain yet untouched by the tas listas de tierras vacantes de escu when Well mixed stir in one cupful acid; head is dizzy and aches; breath
ela ahora están listas y se pueden
tongue coated; your insldes filled
conditions would best be found then tion of the excess irrigation water, piOW- - jhe Northwest
As- sliced canned peaches, which have foul;
reIn our heavier sandy loams, silt loams, rnis impervious layer also nmaers soclatlon on September 1 estimated obtener por los interesados.
been drained free of all juice, being with bile and Indigestible waste,
and very light clay loams.
root penetration very materially.
James E. Edison, un guardafreno, careful not to break slices; turn into member the moment "Pape's Dlapepthat the wheat crop of the three Prairie
Another factor of Importance is the Provinces would amount to 260,800 000 fué golpeado por un tren en Demlng, large bread pan and bake 45 minutes sln" comes in contact with the stomach
A soil with too much sand, 1. e., our
almost pure sands and very light sandy depth of the water table below the bushels. On November 10 that est! sufriendo heridas en la espalda, dos in moderate oven as you would cake; all such distress vanishes. It's truly
costillas fracturadas y otros daños nnrvA warm nn Inrrñ nlftttnr. nllnd hl?h astonishing almost marvelous, and
loams, Is not the best for alfalfa be- surface. Alfalfa roots cannot live for mate was increased to 307.230,000
cause (1) of the difficulty of getting a any length of time In free water. If bushels. The Dominion government menores.
iirwith whlnnnd rrmm
flarnlah the Joy is its hamlessness.
t
case of Pape's Dia- A large
good stand of alfalfa due to the blow- the water table is within a few feet of on September 13 estimated the West
La batería A de Roswell recibió with slices of neach.
ing of the sand particles and cutting the surface, as soon as the alfalfa ern wheat crop at 275,772,200 bushels, catorce otros caballos de artillería del
Sauce: Whip half cupful heavy Pepsin will give you a hundred dollara'
off the young plants near the surtace roots reach this free water, the plants but on October 15 those figures were gobierno, haciendo esto ahora un to- cream till quite thick, then gradually worth of satisfaction.
It's worth its weight in gold to men
of the ground as well as the uproot- begin to lose their vigor and very changed to 304,200,000 bushels.
tal de veintitrés á su disposición para add two tablespoonfuls heavy sweet
ing Of the plants. (2) Sandy soils are soon die. This is due to the fact that Monetary Returns for the Western la práctica de sus debeies.
peach juicq, one teaspoonful powdered and women who can't get their stomvery apt to be lacking in available the root become diseased and decay
achs regulated. It belongs in your
Crop.
El departamento de educación coa sugar and four drops vanilla.
plant-foohome should always be kept bandy
material, particularly nitro- in the free water and also because
money
which
And
of
amount
the
the
sigui
á
cedió
vida
las
á
certificados
gen, and especially after a few years' their feeding powers are restricted to west Is receiving for its grain has not
in case of sick, sour, upset stomach
Meringues.
during the day or at night. It's the
cropping. (3) Bandy soils do not bold such a degree that they cannot sur- yet been wholly appreciated. Up to entes maestras: Ellen C. Ilson, Eddy
cupful
egg
One
white,
vllle, Iowa; Bertha Mulhall, Clovls,
vive.
quickest, surest and most harmless
water well, 1. e., they have a low
gran
cupful
one
teaspoonful
fine
salt,
of
Canadian
the
10th
December
la Sra. Mary L. Hardln, Amistad.
Since alfalfa is usually planted with the
doctor in the world. Adv.
capacity, due to several
stomach
sugar,
teaspoonful
vanilla;
ulated
half
170
some
million
west had received
James A. Carroll, por once años su add salt to eggs, beat until very stiff,
factors, two of the most important of the intention of growing the crop on dollars for 182 million bushels of its
Seemed Longer.
which are the ease with which the the same field for a long period of grain crop, of which 149 million bush' perlntendente de la Agencia India de add two tablespoonfuls sugar, beat
"How long has Colonel Bluegrass
water percolates away, and secondly years, the above factors should be els was wheat. The average price of Mescalero, fué nombrado de nuevo i five minutes; so continue until half
to the usually low content of humus taken into consideration as much as No. 1 Northern wheat for September esa posición en sucesiór. á C. R. Jef- sugar is used. When very stiff cut and been In the city?"
"Oh, about a week."
and organic matter. Other things be- possible in selecting a suitable soil for was 93
cents; for October 98 V4 fries, que recientemente dió su dimi- fold in remaining sugar; drop in by
"Why, he talked to me as K he
ing equal. It takes more irrigation wa-- our alfalfa field.
on
paper
on
to
spoonfuls
Inverted
wet
cents, and for the first three weeks of sión.
j
had been here at least six months."
30
oven
pan;
a
slow
in
dripping
bake
diNovember $1.03. On the 10th of
Los mítines de agricultores en
"You forget. This town Is 'dry.' "
December there was fully 120 million ferentes puntos del valle de Pecos fu- minutes; remove from paper, take out
USE OF LIMEWATER
oven,
cool
SECRET OF KEEPING
dry
in
portion,
'
bushels of wheat to be marketed. This eron extraordinariamente
Interesan- uncooked
and fill with ice cream which can be A DRUGGISTS FAVORITE KIDNEY
would leave about 30 million bushels tes.
purchased, half pint, or fill whipped
IN CLEANING CHURN for local consumption In the Prairie
HENS SUCCESSFULLY
El Gobernador McDonald nombró á cream; put two halves together.
REMEDY FIXED HIM
Provinces.
notadlos públicos:
siguientes
los
de
Bradstreet says
C.
J. A. McDonald, Kelly: Andrew
Soft Gingerbread.
"Confidence seems to have returned
Fifteen years ago I had n attack of
Good Ventilation and Dryness Are Essential in Butter Making to in Canada; grain crops are exception Crozler, Lake wood; Frank Herrón,
One teaspoonful molasses,
acute kidney trouble. I consulted a physi
SoHughes,
H.
Edwin
Cruces;
Las
s
cupful
one
butter,
and
cian who gave me medicine which only really large, prices pay the farmer, and
Essential for Good Health
See That All the Apparatus
cupful sour lieved me for s time. After discontinuing
teaspoonfuls soda, one-har
lines provide work and lano.
the
medicine my trouble returned as seof Poultry Flock.
Is Absolutely Clean.
Los gastos causados por los traba- milk, 'one egg, two cupfuls flour, three his
aid in circulating much money. Credit
vere at before.
one-haginger
tea
teaspoonfuls
and
granted,
freely
el
rio
and
interior
more
mejoramiento
is
sobre
jos de
Having heard of Swamp-Roo- t
I gave it
Put butter and mo
Pennsylvania merchants are disposed to buy rather Grande el año p. pasado alcanzaron el spoonfuls salt.
Keeping hens in fresh, reasonably (By E. 8. ANTHONY.
trial and can honeatly átate that three
College.)
Bute
saucepan
boil
cook
and
until
lasses
in
dry air is one of the secrets of keeptotal do $12,092, según reporte pre- ing point Is reached; remove from fire, dollar bottles cured me, never having any
After the butter is taken from the liberally." Advertisement.
fifteen years. I have sold Dr.
ing them successfully. In the hen- churn the latter should be rinsed out
sentado á la oficina del Ingeniero de add soda and beat vigorously. Then sickness inSwamp-Root
as a druggist for
Kilmer's
Real Prophet.
house good ventilation and dryness with warm water, and the rinsing folestado.
many
years
and can give it the very beat
add milk, egg well beaten and remainare ao essential that the most skill- lowed by a thorough washing with
"They say a cool wave's coming.'
El departamento de educación dió ing ingredients mixed and sifted. of recommendations at ill times.
ful breeding, feeding and rearing very hot water. The rinsing out with
"Yes, I know It is; I forgot to
You are at liberty to use this statement
cantidad de $350 para necesidades Bake about fifteen minutes in a hot
la
They
up
lack.
my
for their
cannot make
wife."
any time you wish.
warm water will remove any butter- match thnt sample for
42,
N
oven.
en
el
distrito
de
construcción
good
of
are among the fundamentals
Respectfully,
milk which may remain in the pores
y $0,185 para
husbandry wherever bens are kept, of the wood. The hot water will reTo keep clean and healthy take Dr, condado de Sandoval,
SUMMERS,
W.
Cream,
el
Orange
proveer de una escuela en
distrito
and are very likely to be found to- move any fat which may be left In Pierce a l'leasant i ellets. ihey regulad
City, Kan.
1210 Central Ave.
Kansas
orange
Boll the rind of a Seville
liver, bowela and stoinacb. Adv.
CS, condado de San Miguel.
gether. At least it is difficult to se- the churn.
With Grand View Drug Co.
very
finer in a mortar;
tender;
beat
it
cure dryness without a generous
y
E. R.
E. R. Critchet, chauffeur,
)
It is never well to use soap powders
Real Hard Luck.
put into It the juice of a Seville State of Kansas
amount of fresh air. It has been on the interior of the churn, but the
Vallandlgham de Remlng, qué fueron orange, four ounces of loaf sugar and County of Wyandotte I n
Willie?'
you
for,
crying
are
"What
hens
by
scientists that
estimated
occasional use of a small amount ol
On this 11th day of August, 1909, perheridos en un accidente de automó- - the yolks of four eggs. Beat all to- "I've got a toothache and there ain'
breathe more air per pound of live dairy washing powder or llmewater Is
sonally appeared before me, W. C. Sumhijas
de
que
familia
stay
la
from."
vll
en
home
by
tres
to
las
gentle
school
gether
ten
no
minutes,
then
for
weight than any other class of farm beneficial. To keep the churn sweet
mers, who subscribed to the within statede Vallandingham fueron matadas, degrees pour in a pint of boiling ment and made oath that the same is true
animals.
and free from odors and taints a small
cuscream;
cold.
Put
de
beat till
restableciml
into
in substance and in fact.
If you wih beautiful, clear white eHtá'i en buen curso
bens will handful of lime placed in some water
Two hundred
clothes, uae lied Croas Bag Blue, At a
tard cups, set Into a deep dish of bell
ento.
CHARLES WILSON,
breathe nearly three times as much in .the churn or in the last rinsing of good grocer. Adv.
8tand t'11
Notary Public.
La contieuda de la Señorita Claude 'nK water anl let them
air as a cow weighing a thousand the churn is very effective. It is very
eain. Put at the top small strips of Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
Will Do For Yo
Aihrieh
rmtadnra ri pran onera de orange
pounds, yet they are kept in closely essential in good butter making to see
A Ton at a Time.
paring cut thin or preserved
Co.,
Send ten cent
to Dr. Kilmer
Every that all apparatus used is absolutely
crowded sleeping quarters.
"Do you think coal will be high this Nuevo Mexico, para obtener parte de chips.
Ringhamton. N. Y., for a sample site botuna propiedad estimada en $15,000
hen in the flock breathes out impuri- clean and free from undesirable odors winter?"
You
will
tle. It will convince amone.
dejada por su madre hace algún tialso receive a booklet of valuable inforties that are poisonous to the others, and taints, as these are quickly ab"Not very high, in my coal bin.'
Effective Cleansers.
kidneys
bladmation,
telling
and
the
about
suimpurities
la
corte
empo,
hasta
in
llevada
fué
the
breathes
and she
sorbed by the butter.
For cleaning the Inside of water bot der. When writing, be ure and mention
prema de estado.
given out by them unless there is suf8nubbed.
t
and
vases and pitchers, try this paper. Regular
tles, long-necaway
carry
these
La Asociación de escuela de Do- raw grated potato,
ficient ventilation to
aize bottles for sale at ell drug
Shop.
Jack Blunt Shall we get married
paper
soft
tissue
impurities and furnish fresh air in
Miss Bright I shall. What you do mingo de Nuevo Mexico está ofre- wads, tha Inside skin of the egg, or stores. Adv.
A
farm shop is a
'
.heir place.
ciendo $5 en premios en cada con- immonia soap suds before using gun
mighty handy thing and a time and Is of no interest to me.
Time to Move.
dado por el mejor escrito sobre la ihot, which Is so apt to break or crack
money saver. During the winter days
"Bronks wants to sublet his apart
por
un
prohibición
escrito
cuestión de
We Have.
much repairing and fitting cut be
Starting With Bees.
the article. Sometimes lemon juice meut."
"Money talks."
diño de escuela, también ofrece un ind salt with grated raw carrot will do
Plan to start in the bee business done in a good sbop that will save
"Why, he called it the Ideal place.
"Yes. and have you ever noticed premio de $25 por el mejor articulo the work.
in; eany spring U you own the land many a day's time in the rush of the
"I know, but the Janitor doesn't Ilk
escrito en el estada
springtime.
you are working.
that Poverty likes to listen?"
the way he parts his hair." Judge.
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Auto Service to 85 Mine
any time, Day or Night
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When it Strikes Heme
A Five Act
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Elacksmiih, Wheel-wrigSpring and axe! Welding
Wood Working
Herseshoing.

PRICES
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$
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15c aid 25c

For Our Regular Show
Remember the Price 5c and lCc

CF R. R. TRACK

NORTH

Entertainment
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DIAMOND FROM THE SKY
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Johnston

And kilways

at the 85 mine
Free Automobile De-- v
Jivery anywhere in this vicin-- j

luortmentt.

Fresh

fore You Buy.

These are the kind you see
advertised in
the Saturday Evening Post
and are What Sho Wants!

THE MINT CLUB

J

Asnayers and Miners

KAF RY FARRI0.1

Custom Assay Office

PROPRIETOR

Critchett

'tali

One

Floci and Save

A

Collar"

&

Ferguson

Rl P.ÍBSEHTATIVE FOR OHE SHIPPERS
P. O. Box 712 EI Paso. Texas.

!

STORE COMPANY

ARTHUR W. HOUCK

FRANCISCO RARELA

Assayer and Chemist

PROPRIETOR
- Vegetables and
Groceries. PROMPT Deliveries
6--

2

Rings

NEW MEXICO
SILVER CITT
cost$l'J15.(H); will sell for $.r()0.00.
Lord-bu- r
cITlre of
at
Will
be
st
ilso 1ÍU6 Overland, cost $825.00 O. W. Marsalls, on the firsttheand
t.h'rd
128,
box
price $300.00. Address
SATURDAY of each mouth for the
Deming, New Mexico.
convenience of clients

LAND SCRIPT
Commisslontr Bush has se
cured several blocks of Santa t'e
land script in 160 acre tracts tur
sale at approximately $5.50 per
For a
acre and fully guaranteed.
sale as long as it lasts to the first
U. S.
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HEW SHOE SHOP
GUARANTEED
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Attorney at Law, Wilcox, Arizona

REPAIRING

Practice in Publió Lands and S
Mining Law a Specialty. J?
l'

It

adjoining Charlie Lee Block
East Robert & Leahy's Store

'
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Deafness Cannot Bo Cured

aa tliry cannot rencta tlit
muy
r
ue cur. mere
Hiruni
trwv tn, mira Vn f mMR. Hllf) that In 1T COfllt ItlltttHlan in tin mod
la caunod
al rcmc-illeaieafma
condition T the mncoim jitunpc or xne wiauicmun
you harc a
When till tulm
Tune.
muid or lmprfpct beurlng, and when
rumhllnff
la the result, and
lit la entlrvlv
iiT.lit rlin I t.hu mutation can lie ti.kfn out anJ
tlila tntt rcaiorMÍ to Ita norni.il condition, heiix- hii ui
liiff will lw donTrnvcri forcTer; nine chpm-ten are oniisd hr Catarrh, which Is not h In te bul
an InnVnicd condition of the hi noon a anrfa-s-any. caaa
w'll glP One Hnni1r.'d Dollat.
thnt eannnt he
teamed hr
of brnfiwf-cured by Hall a Catarih Cure. Send for circu- ara, roe.
rtIENüt & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Dnicfflnta, 75c.
Take Llalla family Tilla for constipation.
by local
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"85" Meat Market

1

II. L. SWINK, Owner
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FRESH MEATS
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Protect Yourself and Family
With Imaruica In

nierican Nat'l Insurance Co.
Of G.lTeiton, Tau
Address enquiries to Bi)X 882.
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H S. G1LLUM,
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Aeency El Paso ütcam Lanuilry

Lordsburg
C,eaning

Cleaning, Pressing, Altering
Wnrk Guaranteed

andPressing

Agency at 85 Mine

Parlors

Star theatre tonight (Friday) is
Main Office, LORDSBURG HOTEL
Muiiarkey & Sakzr.r
"When It Strikes Home," with
!
I,
Grace Washburn in the title role
This is a five act play depiciting Reach for Either Phone
T
T?
1? T
T'XT "C XT
the tragedy connected with the
U D EUROPEAN PLAN
LA JCi 1 VJ JLLi IV RATES $1.00 AND LP
IK Hi TT
we're at the other end of both.
early marriage of a young man
EL PASO, TEXAS
about town and a dancing girl Everything from pins to printing
The regular Universal show will and a complete line of
Caters particularly to Mining and Cattlemen and their families.
Essl-pma- a
be booked for Saturday and bun
BOCKS AND FORMS
Ladies' dinning room will seat one hundred persons Buffet for men will seat
sixty persons. Eleven private dining rooms for banquets and private dinners,
day nights.
Test
will seat ninety persons.
for every business man.
our phone service we re proud
THIS IS THE BIGGEST LITTLE HOTEL ON THE OVERLAND TRAIL
of it.
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Apparitions at or Near
Death Brought About
by Telepathy
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AiiPnt for Ore Slilppe'S
at I lie Douglas Smelters..
ODL I AND SILVER HUI. 1. ION

Store North of S. P. Tracks
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Black
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1

Fresh Meats,

Phone No.

1914, electric

it

Jersey-Herefor-

The World's Feature for the

SURPRISE GROCERY
;

Mrs. Raymond Pitt3 is visiting
Larey Drown of Globe 3 in the her parents in El Paso for a week.
city for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Williams
Judge King was here from and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Parks of
Duncan were here yesterday in
Animas on Tuesday.
The
new automobiles.
their
Louis Chaimpie was in from Parks have a new 8 cylinder
Red Rock on Monday.
Cadillac and the Williams a new
Nicholas Grenfell of Silver City Studebaker.
is a Lordsburg visitor this week.
High class tailoring, cleaning, presss
ing and altering. Ladies and
F. O. McCauley is spending a
suits made at home from $18.00
few weeks visiting friends in El to $40.00.
See M. P. Farrcr, the
tailor. 4.
Paso.
the merchant prince
Joe
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Williams
Lordsburg,
where for many
at
were here from Duncan the first years
a wholeconducted
he
has
of the week.
sale mercantile business, is coming
up with the basket ball team from
VALENTINE NOVELTIES.
Now on sale at Mrs. Stevens. A Lordsburg this afternoon. Cop
per Era.
beautiful line.
Rev. E. C. Morgan, pastor of the
John B. Shea from Ireland, the Deming
Methodist church, and
was
salesman,
well krown cigar
Rev. W. S. Huggett of the Lordshere Tuesday.
burg M. E- church will exchange
next Sunday. It is hoped
Day
Dance will pulpits
St. Valentine
congregation will wellarge
a
that
be given by Professor Nead's come Rev. Morgan at both service.
orchestra Saturday night. K. of
FOR SALE 160 acres patented
P. Hall.
land at Onopra. N.M.; will sell
G. B. Bohannon has returned
cheap. A3k at The Liberal.
to Lordsburg after a few month's
vacation trip to h3 old home in WANTED 1,000 goat3 to run on
shares; hav excellent range,
Tennesse.
plenty water and help. R. S.
Professor H. Walter C. Nead.s
Burns, Animas, New Mexico.
four piece orchestra will give a
bargains
dance at the K. of P. Hall Satur80 acres patented land within
day night, February 12th.
Brick house
mile of Lordsburg.
$3,000.
J. D. Everett filed on an en- nnd improved property.
larged homestead of 320 acres in See sample of crop at Western Llb- the Animas before the local U.S. eral offi".
Commissioner on Monday.
SAN SIMON LAND
Will sacrifice 160 acres of land
B. M. Freudenthal of Somon-ville- ,
Arizona, was a visitor here (unimproved) one mile southwesi
In the artesian belt
Tuesday coming by auto over the if San Simon.
Southeast quarter section 35. Reas
Southern National Highway.
onable price and terms. See Farit
Mrs. John Muir and daughter, v. Bush, U. S. commissioner, LordsMiss Mary Dee, returned home Sat- burg, N. M.
urday from a three months' vacaHOGS, CATTLE AND HORSES
tion trip on the Pacific coast.
d
milch cows; 7
Mr. Freudenthal is a good roads brood sows at 59 per head ; six gen
booster and is working hard cle pony mares at $45 per head. For
toward getting together a motor '.nformation see F. V. Bush, Lords
cade from his section to visit burg, N. M.
Deming and El Paso in the interests of the road via. Safford
and the Roosevelt Dam.

Terrell

Autos For Sale
Abbott-Detro-

kealty

85 MINE STORE
camp.

famously good chocolates that
we can always supply any of the
popular

W. JOHNSON

ATown Prices

of these

We sell so many

AUTO DELIVERY

J.

Jl1

"THE APPRECIATED

mine

-

"85 Mine Directory

r

of the 8"
Kl Paso.

Gentle-men-

Plenty of Fun, Thrills
and

i

Shubert

Feature of Quality

trr "it trfi
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Grace Washburn in
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Friday

Goods

BaKery

THEATRE

STAR

V. Darcey
'LOCAL & PERSONAL1 leftJ. Tuesday
for

Lou Coin
v

Ate

.

m takiij atailage if tin ?

R. H. BENSON, Son ol the
Late Archbishop of Canterbury

Br Mgr.

A I'PARITIONS nt or about the
time of death are nn estub
lished fact, and there arc
two or three reasons why 1 think
that they OCCUR BY TELEPATHY aud not by the soul trav
eling, so to speak. First, there is
no doubt that the same type of ap
parition can occur when both par
ties to it are very much alive: sco
ond, when it occurs the clothes of
the person who appears, as well as
part pf the background in which lie
happens to be dying or ulive also
often appear. No one thinks that
material objects have souls, and so
one must suppose that the AI
PARITIONS ARE REAL, but
are due to the affected person be
ing very much worked up subcon
sciously bv dying or by some other
event and so being able to affect
along visual lines his wife or anv
other person who is sympathetic to
him, but a long way away.
Haunted houses may be merely
houses saturated with some discharge from personalities long since
dead under dramatic circumstances,
EXPECTANCY ON THE PART OF
IN THE
80 ME ONE SLEEPING
HOUSE
6ET8 THE DISCHARGE
FREE, AND IT IS TRANSLATED

The Greatest Opportunity
Ever Offered to

BUY LOTS
On SATURDAY, February 12th, beginning

at

1:30 o'clock, I will sell on

the grounds at

Auction to the highest bidder, a limited
number of lots in the Crocker Addition
the coming Residence Section of Lordsburg
TERMS of SALE -- Minimum bid of $15. For those
who do not care to pay. full amount in cash,
arrangements can be made to pay $10 down

FROM IT8

DORMANT CONDITION
INTO, THE ACTIVE VISUAL CON
DITION.
THE EVENT THAT OC
UNDER 8UCH TRAGIC
CURRED
CIRCUMSTANCES
PRECIPITATED
ITSELF, 80 TO 8PEAK. ON TO
THE . MATERIAL 8URROUNDINGS,
AND WHEN A RECEPTIVE PERSON
COMES INTO CONTACT WITH IT
IT REAPPEARS IN TERMS
OF
BIGHT OR HEARING.

j

and $5 monthly till paid. 5 per cent discount
for all cash. No interest or taxes till paid.
J. M. BEDORE, Auctioneer

A. E. BEDORE, Clerk
'."f

'IT

I'

Why bother with moky lamps these dark nights ?
The cost of wiring your house and supplying you
with electricity is very, very low. You cannot
afford to be without electricity. Come to ' the
office and let's talk it over.

EXCELLENT WATER SERVICE
Let iis Pipe it to Your Home

IiMni

Power

Company

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery
Nesch's Butter Crust Bread
BEST

ON

EARTH

Every Loaf Wrapped

Lordsburg's First Class Bakery
Where Quality, Service and Satisfaction are guaranteed. Headquarters for everything in the Bakery Line. Special orders for
Fancy Bakery Goods solicited. Phone orders delivered.
We Have l!i8 Easiness," 2nd we Want

Our Guarantee Protects You,
Phone 38
Out-of-To-

Paul Nesch, Proprietor

YOUR

Business

Orders Solicited
J. H. Hensom, Manager

